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PREFACE

College a nd university administrators will have to make some very
differant choices as ,we move into a networking environment.
Accessing scarce resources and shopping for better costs or response
time is already feasible. It may be longer before we begin to feel the
effects of a new medium for intellectual exchange and nevv information
System structures resulting from national networking. There is very
little question, however, that there v6 ll be major benefits for higher
education in each of these four arEas. Highlighted by a demonstration
of an embryonic version of a computer network for higher education,
the EDUCOM 1975 Fall Conference illustrated the potential benefits
and choices available to higher education in a networking environment.

Beginning with a keynote address by Wilham Miller, Provost of
Stanford University, which outlines the prospects and problems likely
to be important to college and university administrators in the late 70s,
this proceedings includes papers from the conference plenary
sessions. A first group of papers develop the theme initiated by
Dr. Miller. In Part II authors explore the possibilities of using distributed
computers as a resource, paying special attention tot he growingrole of
the minicomputer on campus. Authors experiences in regional sharing
of computer resources described in Part III, illustrate rea I ach ievernents
of networking for higher education made by many states.

As a familiar portion of the EDUCOM Conference, workshops
developed the ideas raised in plenary session and gave conferees an
opportunity to share individual experiences. Reports on each workshop,
prepared immediately following the conference, were distributed by
mail to those conferees-Who requested them. Additional copies of these
reports which avf6rage four pages each are available at the cost of

reproductibn fro.M EDUCOM.
On behelf 6:1 all conference participants, I tha nk Conference



Chairman Gen F. Franklin, Stanford University; who led the program
committee in the design and implementation of this timely and
interesting program. Thanks re also due to other members of the
program committee! James Emery, EDUCOM; Robert Giflespie,
Washington State Computing 'Consortium, E. Rex Krueger; Oregon
State System of Higher Education; Melvin Peisakoff, University of
California:and Robert Scott, MIT.

Joe a. Wyatt
President
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INTRODUCTION

The theme, "Policies, Strategies, and Plans for Computing in Higher
Education", is dm/eloped in this volume in two aspects: new
possibilities for college and universities in a networking environment;
and the role for minicomputers in higher education now and in the
immediate future. Presentations. included here in edited form, are
addressed to college and universi ty administrators who hold
responsibility for computer resource management within an institution
as well as those who have the responsibility for allocating computing
and other resources within the institution through the budgefing and
planning process.

Addressing the first theme. William Miller, Provost of Stanford
University challenges readers with his view of policy prospects for the
late seventies. Additional papers on this theme indicate some
immediate steps educators, administra tors and faculty need to take in
order to prepare for the 1 uture: the administrative environment required
to take advantage of networking, policy issues that are raised and the
impact of technology on the university as a policy making entity. A
progress report on the EIDUCOM Planni ng Council on Cornputing in,
Education and Research, outlines a specific response to the issues
raised previously, and describes first steps in implementation of a
facilitating network designed to help a particular group of institutions
respor.d to the challenge of computing in a network environment.

It is becoming too obvious to be ignored that ,`ie cost effectiveness of
minicomputer s is going to cause thern to selected for more and
more compuOg in higher education. The only question now is the
definition of their territory. They stand uncontested in the field of the
laboratory and process-control, and are beginn ing to prove themselves
increasingly capable of handling data base and interactive functions.
Several papers address policy and management issues faced by



colleges and universities implementing distributed computing on
campus, noting particularly the influence of state government onpublic
university systems. Looking to the immediate future, David Winkel
provides readers with an analysis of computer technology (available
now on an experimental basis) which will likely bring significantly
increased computing resources to higher education within the next few
years. Administrators in higher education, will want to note the trends
outlined by Dr. Winkel in order to plan and budget for computer
resources during the late seventies.

As usual, the time necessary for production of the proceedings will
render some of the ideas discussed in this volume obsolete by the urne
of publication. For further information and updates to the ideas
presented here, readers are reterredtethe authors and to the literature
of technical professional societies. Names and addresses of all authors,
together with those of other conferees, are printed inAppendix A of this
volume,

As we move into a networking environment colleges a nd universities
will indeed face some very different choices regarding allocation of
resources for computing. This w,lume presents some of the options for
institutions in this environmeni, which should be useful and provoca-
tive for administrators and faculty in a variety of institutions of higher
education.

Gene F. Franklin
Conference Chairman



CHAPTER 1
hy William Miller

Computing in a Network Environment:
A View of the Future of
Computing in Higher Education

Introduction: Social and Economic Conditions
Higher education, both public and private, is facing an economic

crisis that has severe. continuing, and long-term consequences. The
economic crisis that threatens us today is not simply one of poor
business conditions. so to speak it is more serious than that. We have

run up against an economic principle that offers us few attractive
alternatives -- fortunately there are a few.

Let me irv to present a simple expression of the present conditions. f
higher education and the economic law that confounds us. For this over-
simplif ied description of the economic model of the Universitv. I

apologize to my economist friends. I am well aware of the cornolicatiols
and refinements which can and should be introduced, but the refined
descriptions lead us to the same conclusions.

In a normal economic time and over the long term, for a society which
experiences increases in productivity. salary and wageswill grow more
rapidly than inflation. That is, gains in productivity are translated into
real gains in salaries and wages of society as a whole. However, in an
activity or a sector of society which does not experience increases in
productivity, then either salary and wages of the workers in that activity
will fall behind the salary and wages of society as a whole, or that
activity must receive an increasing subsidy support from the rest of

society.
Applying this to higher education, productivity is in tr nsic productivaY

or productivity in the input-output sense; more students per dolla r land

per faculty). In this simplified model we are not using productivity

defined as increased quality of education, the benefits of which are
external. Through research and better education we may improve the
productivity of the rest of society, but we may not improve our own
intrinsic productivity in the throughput of students.

Intrinsically, higher education has experienced very little increase in

productivity in many decades. William Bowen once said that higher

5
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6 COMPUTING IN A NETWORK ENVIRON ENT

education has not experienced any increase in productivity since the
introduction of the microphone Essentially, teaching and research are
one-to-one or one-to-few activities.

To restate the economic principle as applied to higher education, if
we do not find ways to increase academic productivity, then either
increases in salaries and wages will fall behind those of society as a
whole or we shall require increasing support from the rest of society
through increasing flow of philanthropic giving, increasing proportion
of the tax dollar, or increasing rates of growth of tuition.

Now you may immediately ask, it this is an economic principle and we
have not been experiencing increases in productivity, why have we not
had the crisis before now? The answer is fairly simple. Heretofore,
higher education has not represented a large enough portion of the
Gross National Product (G.N.P.). The academic consumer price index
has been growing more rapidly than that of society as a whole.
Powever, as long as higher education represented a sufficiently small
portion of the G.N P that sector could obtain increasing support with-
out having a big impact. That is now no longer the case.

We may gain increased support for a while in recognition ot higher
education's external contributions to Increases of productivity in
Society as a whole. But It can't keep up for long. So where do we turn?
We must find ways to increase our productivity by improving overall
efficiency throughout the University. University administrators with
some expertise in computing have special opportunity to make a major
contribution to increased academic productivity.

Computing has aiready contributed greatly to enhanced quality of
education, as well as to increased productivity on the administrative
side Jf the academic enterpri, Unfortunately, the increased pro-
ductivity in the administrative areas has largely gone unrecognized
because it has been offset by huge increases in administrative burdens
due to increased demands tor various forms of accounting, audit, and
regulation imposed from outside the institution.

The Role of Computing in Higher Education
Computing is not the only means of increasing productivity or improv-

ing the quality of higher education but it ;san important means, and we
shall no doubt see greater use of computing in the laboratory, the
libra ry, the classroom, and the administrative offices.

Altriough computers are familiar in laboratories, libraries, class-
rooms, and certain aspects of administration, they are not so common
as tools for academic planning and modeling Some work we are doing
at Stanford which is rather interesting in its own right, also illustrates
how computing finds new applications.

At Stanford we have developed a number of models of the different

I 1



COMPUTING IN A NETIvvORK ENVIRON ENT 7

processes such as (1) age and tenure distributions of faulty varying in
time under different assumptions, (2) research volume, and (3) indirect

cost recovery as a consequence of a variety of assumptions, Perhaps
the most interesting of all is the budget equilibrium model, The budget
equilibrium model protects both the expense side of the budget and the
income side of the budget in terms of various economic inWces and the

basic parameters of Stanford University such as the present faculty
size, student body size and composition, research volume, and
endowment income.

Taking financial eguilibri urn a-se constraint, the model uses a budget

which is balancedontheaverageover time and permits one to calculate

trade off functions by choosing two interdependent parameters and

holding a I! others consta nt. Pot example, we can calculate the relation-

ship between faculty salaries and tuition under various assumptionS
about faculty and student body size, endowment payment and total
return, research volume and gift flow. Because parameterization
occurs on both the expense side and the income side in termS of
economic indices, errors on estimates of economic indices will enter

both sides of the budget calculations,
At Stanford we have found this model and its various component

parts to be a very important tool for institutional planning. Other
institutions are doing similar things. Such techniques will become
commonly used in the near 1utur.

Because of the prominence of computing, both as an intrinsic contri-
bution to all aspects of u niversity activity and as a significant item in the

budgets of most universities, it will and should get a great deal of
management attention in the f uture. It is terribly important that the
computing be done well, and that we find ways to do it economically,
Computing can and will contribute to increasing the productivity of
universities, but economic pressures throughout will create pressures

on the growth of computing budgets,

Role of N tworking
In networking college and university administrators have an

opportunity to improve the contribution of computing to the overall
productivity problem of higher education. Networks and large scale
computers do not have to be a mutually exclusive alternative for
minicomputers and microcomputers. Each has an important role-
opportunity, and there will and should be competition at the margin
where the two roles interact. However, in general, each will support
and enhance the opportunities for the other.

Where are the opportunitles for networks? Most of the opportunities

have one characteristic = they allow colleges and universities to share
computing resources which are cost ly to acquire and costly to maintain.

1 2



8 COMPUTING IN A NETVIOFIK ENVIRONMENT

One useful ana logy is the expensive specia lized book c ollection in a
library; a collection vvhich might be an invaluable resource for certain
areas of research but would be expensive to acquire end expensive to
house and maintain even if one did a cqu i re it ltis t hose very collection s
in libra ries which are being shared or for wh ich plans arid pr ccedure s
for sha ring are being developed.

I n computing, the opportunities for sha ring wlich fit into th1 s

category are:
Large darz bases whose development is expensive and whose
storage a nd/ or maintenance is expensive. Census a rid voting
data, astronomical and astruphysicsdata, library ca rdca talogues,
a nd so on requiru a great deal of inte llectual effort to develop,
expensive data storage eouip rent to hold them, a nd conti Ned
updating ivith commensurate ma i ntenanee costs.
Large special prograrns like the Stanford University econom ic
modeling program. This prog ram vies moderate in development
costs, but the conf luence of particular talents whic h happened to
be present at Stanford provided a necessary special opportunity
for its development. The actual incremental cost of developing
these programs -vvas not expensive, but the cost of bringing
together a group f or that expl id! purpose would be costly. More
obviously_ this program is one which is undergo ing continual
refinement a nd upgrading, wh ich, in addition to regular
maintena ince is-expensive, Sharing it via networks vou Id be easy
a nd economical of both intellectual Wens and computing
(programming) maintenance costs, Additional examples of su c. h
special progra rns include graphics prog ram s, teach ing programs,
etc.
Large colhetions of specialized prograrn feries such as statis-
t ics programs or physics data analysis p rograrns. These prog rani s
a re similiar in -terms of opport unity to the la rge special programs.
Shari ng those types of resou rces povides opportunity to shar e
intellectual development costs, contin uing maintenance costs,
and toravt costs.

Library a utornation programs which do card catalog uing book order-
ing, and in-process accounting illustrate all of t hese qualities: large
data bases; larg de specie 1 progra rns. The dove I oprn ent of the data struc
tures a nd the processing programs is expensive. Development of the
Card catalogue data base itself is eNpensive. Storage of data and pro-
grams is expensive, and the cost of continua lly updating is non-trivia 1,

Other opportunities are also provided by networking.
L ad balancing and remove shopping, Viz networking a user
may find more accessible computing or more economical
computing than is available to him or her at hone ate particular
_vme. This is an important opportunity that provides for better

13



COMPUTING IN A NETWORK ENVIRONMENT 9

averaging of use and averaging of cost by spreading use over a
broader base of equipment. Networking can also provide access
to some relatively rare specialized equipment such as very
powerful n umber crunchers. During transitions of local
equipment changes, networking also provides opportunity to
smooth oft peak load problems or provide capacity.
Exploration via networks. Administrators in an institution
could find out whether the Stanford University financial
economic models are of any use to them by trying the programs.
Through a network, this exploration can be done with a minimum
of investment in time and equipment until one has come to a
conclusion on the utility of the programs.

Problems to Solve
The opportunities for networki ng to contribute to increasing

productivity, both intrinsically and in terms of improving quality, are
clear. There are many problems and sharing concepts yet to explore.

Technical problems involve both hardware and software. In 1975 I do
not believe that the technical problems are the principal obstacles to
effective use of computer networks. Many of the technicpl problems
have been solved within a single organization (corporation) or they can
be seen to be at hand.

Policy and management problems are another matter. First there are
legal and/or government regulation problems. Let's take the question
of unrelated business income for non-profit orga nizat ions which raises
an income tax problem and perhaps property tax problems. Because the
IRS has in severe I cases rendered a narrow interpretation of income
derived to acadernic computer centers in universities and in other non-
profit organizations, this issue clearly must be solved before extensive
wide-scale network computing can come into popular usage. There
may be a number of ways to solve this probleM, but leaving it
unresolved leaves the income deriving institution exposed to later
claims at a ti me when it will be too late to build the tax cost into the rate
structu re.

There a re problems rela ted to indirect cost recovery and government
audit regulations. For example, with government audit for direct and
indirect costs, a uniform pricing policy is required at all supplier sources
on the network. Some organizations employ a cost related charging
scheme which relates the charges for the use of resources directly in
terms of the cost of aquiring and maintaining the resources. Other
organizations employ pricing schemes which are intended to provide
incentive to shape the utilization of the machinery in various directions.
Most schemes are in reality a mixture of.these two ideas.

Will government regulation and audit take a broad general view of
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this problem or will one university's sale of computer time to another
expose it to the other's audits on pricing practices? How far does the
audit reach? Networks provide an exposure to persuasive audit
pract ices and possible conf I icting ones for public inst itutions. subject to
both state and federal audits.

Networks may force greater attention to security issues. A small
collection of hyper-inquisitive users at a given location is provided a
larger playground or greater challenge to "screw up" the system.

Networks may expose us more to simplistic application of agency
policies. For example, an agency may mandate the use of a particular
facility over a network at a distance because the agency has an
investment i n that facility or simply has ambitions for that facility even
though there is such a high cost in user effectiveness as to generate
losses in productivity. This is a very complex issue which has no simple
solution and is linked to the next issue.

Who will be a supplier and who will be a user? The cost of acquiring
and/or deve loping some of the highly special facilities is so great that a
supplier may need some guarantees through agencies or consortium
agreements. Under what conditions would a consortium be willing to
provide guarantees and what controls do they obtain in return for their
guarantees?

it is this array of management and policy problems that the EDUCOM
Planning Council for Computers in Education and Research is
attacking.

Epilogue
i want to close With a brief epilogue. This message is" keep the faith.-

Computing is increasingly an exciting activity. The problems are
challenging, and we can make additional significant contributions to
higher education, Additiona Ily, education is still magic. The public may
be givirtg us a hard ti me right now, but they want us and know they need
us. If we make it clear that we are attacking our problems directly a nd
courageously. they will have good cause to support us.



CHAPTER 2
by Joe B. Wyatt

EDUCOM 1975:
A Forward Look

The opportunities provided to our society by computer technology ate
very exciting. From the large specialized computer systems and the
minicomputers to the microcomputer processors, including the
software that makes them useful and the new communications
systems that can connect them all, computer technology is presenting a
host of new opportunities to higher education in particular. Indeed, it
appears that computer networking will provide a new and important
dimension to schools in the development of their technological
',resources f or reseach aria leeching. In the long run there are likely to be
some administrative benefits to networking as well.

At a time when the relevance of higher education is being questioned
and the financial resources available to most institutions are
diminishing in the face of rising costs, wisdom and skill are going to be
reqirtired on the part of every college and university in allocating its

urces. Computer technology i s a costly and important resource . We
need to share computer technology through networking and to benefit
horn doing so. Naturally, networking will have its limitations and there
will be better alternatives in some si'Nations. In a few words, I will
attempt to summarize here my view of the opportunities, the
commitments which must be made to overcome certain problems, and
the role that EDUCOM can play in dealing with both.

The Opportunities
There are four types of opportunities Which can result from computer

networking among colleges and universities. Two can be attained
relatively soon (within a year or two); the other two may take a longer
period of time.
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ACCESSiNG SCARCE RESOURCES
For the short term, it appears that colleges .and uniersrties can

benefit now f rom jn ability to access, by networking, scarce computer
and informatun resources, including hardware and data as w011 as
software. T here ore already a n umber ol national hardware resources
that will 'Most likely riot be duplicated and me of interest to a large
community of researchers, (AKAR, LRL, and ILLIAC4a rethree existing
examples and there are others in the works, including =the proposed
National Center for Computation in Chemistry.)(1 )

There are also national data resources wh'rch are important in

teaching a nd research but cannot be replicated effeeiiwety. These
include the bibliographic data base of the Library of Congress, the
economic data maintained by the National Bureau of Economic
Research, the demographic data supplied :by the Buroau of the
Census, smaller reselrch collectior,S, and a host of other data
resources available n the pubIrc and private sectors.

Finaliy, there are software oesources. Many of our attitudes in the
past hove been shaped by the notion that sharing software resources
means pelt ing a copy of someone else's program to run on one's own

iachine. For some sof tware, this continues tohe feasThle. In fact, our

efforts to develop mobility in software tncough standard programming
practices and appropriate documentation t.;4houlid lm stepped up. (The

CONDUIT activity is an example of such an effortl However, there are

an increasing number of important software resources that are not
easily transferred. La rge and complex, theSe _systems function best on

compuler system used for their development. (Many, in fact, are

act ua Ily -tuned- to operate on a particular computer system.) Seca use
individual users often require only limited use of such _software over
fong periods of time, these resources might be more effectively
accessed remotely.

Consider for an illustration the set of programs called SYNAP and.

SYMVU offered by the Laboratory for Computer Graphics in the Design

School at Harvard Univers/ty.(2 ) These progra ms have been developed

over a peiiod of about ten years, and although they are quite complex,

they have been distriNted to more than 300 .different computer
insta Ilations around the world The programs were initially developed

on IBM 7090 equipment and later converted to IBM 360 and 370

rtquiprnent. Major conversion effortt are required for non-IBM use of
these programs. Moreover, each rn.? the 300 computer installations
commpnicates separately with the Graphics Laboratory at a very
detailed level in order to install and operate the programs even though

good documentation is provided. The programs are continually
improved; therefore, maintaining the ever-changing programs is a
significant requirement. As a result, each institutiom must have a

computer system capable of operating the programs and must acquire

the services of a systems prograMmer to install and maintain a local
copy of them . The system s progra mrner(or a loca consultant) must also

1 7
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provide some user consultatuve services. This observer's experience
indicates that about 109 to 15%, of a local system's programmer's time
is required for full productive use of the programs in addition to the
training courses and doc umentation offered by the Computer Graphics
Laborate-y_ Extrapolation shows that if over 300 systems prog re Turners
spend approximately 10% of t heir time working with the programs and

the users of the programs, the cost of the systems programmers a lone

will be likely to be in excess of halt a million dollars a year_
With good network access, of course, a viable alternative to this

situation becomes available. The programs can be maintained at a
small number of icenters by staffs of experts who are cOntinually
engaged in the program's development; only these installations with
very heavy use of the programs might adapt them to a local computing
resource.. improvements in the programs could be more immediately
available to end users, as they wouid not have to be distributed and
integrated into St niar y local versions of the programs. Moreover, the

development staff in the graphics laboratory could spend substantially
less time answering repetitive letters and telephone calls and more

me in the development and improvement of the programs_ Perhaps
most iireporta nt of all,. teachers and researchers at institutions who do
not now use the evogra ms because of the problems discussed might
then gain access to t hem.

Most large computing centers spend a substantial amount of time
implementing, maintaining, and operating "borrowed- programs_ In a

networking environment a choice could be made that is much more
pleasant far the director of a computing center_ In the past, the decision
has been whether or not to move the program (with all of the costs and
liabilities) on the basis of such euestior s as whether the income
potential to a computing centt r would offset additional costs. 0 a
networking environment, sof tit, are users would be able to use
resources remotely a nd experimentally first, and then decide whether
or rict to, move them into their local centers. There are 'a great many
software and data resources that fit this model_ Making these scarce
resources available to a wider audience, at less cost and in a more
timely fashion for experimentation a nd continual se, is a major
opportunity provided by networking.
SHOPPING FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE OR PflfCE

Another relatively short-term benefit of computer netw ing w uld
be the ability to shop for prices and respOnSe times, that are optimum in
relation to basic computer services. The basic services aro loosely
defined as those which are offered at a variety of resources and which
are mobile insofa / as use is concerned, iu., with no significa nt
conversion effort required in order to transfer use f rom one resource to

a nother There is little question that there currently exists substantial
opportunity for optim ization of cost and response time bychoosing from

among mamy computer resources. A 1973 study at Harvant which

1 8
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coniparied use of the computer resources al Columbia, Princeton, and
KW, indicated a factor-of-three range in the cost for performing a
typical monthly workload by choosing the best case resource for each
job in the workload,(3) Another more recent study by Peter Alsberg at
the University of Illinois using severe I All PA NET resources yielded even
mare significant results.(411. By performing a set of mathematical
benchmarks typical of .nurnerical calculations, Alsberg showed a
difference of over two decimal orders of magnitude (that's a factor of
100) in the -cost of performing these tasks at different resources (see
Figure 1). The comprehensive set of benchmark programs recently
performed by fifteen Planning Council member institutions tends to
support these pricing differentials for individual types of jobs.

Minehme Time (seconds) Cost (SI

360 195 .5 .41

:91 .7 .20
'75 7.4 .35
/67 23.0 1.65

H 6180 35,7 2,80
DEC 10 80.0 6,72
B 6700 60,0 6.00

'excludes St 00 cover chow

FIGURE 1 Alsberg Results: Few Matrix Multiply
enchmarks

Although response time is a less concrete phenomenon (it depends
on conditions at a particular moment on time on a computer system),
there is little question that users consider it important. In fact, most
computer installations set up for batch computing service offer a pricing
algorithm that is scaled on the basis of priority. In other words users
pay more (or faster response hme An analysis of the accounting
records for installations of this type will show that many users consider
it worth spending extra money in order to acquire lob results sooner,

On the Pasis of these and other data available at the present time
there is little doubt that selection of optimum computer services vra
networking would benefit a large number of computer users.
INTELLECTUAL EXCHANGE FOR RESEARCH AND TEACHING

Over the longer term, there are likelly to be even more pervasi've and
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important opportunities provided by networking One of these is a new
medium for intellectual exchange of research and teaching materials
that are based in computer technology. In effect, the national networks
will become a vehicle for "publishing- technologica Hy based works.

For example, researchers may have access to data and algorithms al
a variety of research-oriented universities. This will offer the
opportunity far research faculty members and graduate students at
large and small institutions to share research result$ ;Ind techniques. A
recent leiter from Professor G. 'Robert Boyntoe Director of the
Laboratory for Political Research at the University et Iowa, illustrates
this point. Professor Boynton is currently engaged in collaborative
research with political scientists at five different universities. The raw
data. comprisieg a set of rather large data files, haye already been
collected and are ailable at each location. It iepossibte for each of the
five researchers ee- '!.ess the data at his own university, However, a
considerable a e refinement is necessary before the analysis of
the data can ef16.,ee_e4.beg/n. Moreover, each researcher must make
some transformaneeA as well as use the transformations of the ether
researchers, which presents a major comrnanicarien problem If there
were a computer network available to each of the researchers it would
be possible for the individual making the transformation to have that
same transformation performed at each of the other universities. To
quote Professor Boynton directly, "It would save us alt inane hours of

false starts."
Another illustration this one in teaching occurred this past yea r

t the Harvard Law School. One of the classes in ti ie 1975 spring
semester wed a computer-based exercise that required factual
analysis and applications of the provisions of the Code of Professional
Responsibility to a series of problem situations. The computerleased
exercise was developed by Professor Robert Keeton to augment
traditonal teaching materiels. Students use the exercises by means of
an interactive computer terminal The computer-based exercise allows
each student to play a role in a legal action which has been introduced
by printed material and lecture. The stiedent is presented with
situations releeent to the case that reyu ire a decision on the student's
part. The result is a tree of decisions, each tif which depends on the
student's previous decisions. Several such exercises have been
developed, each requiring about five hours to perform. The student's
answers are recorded by the computer at each point i n the exercise and
the student is given a statistical summary of how his answers
compared to other students, lawyers and judges who, have done the
exercise.

Professor Keeton, who spent some time on the facility at the
University of Mineesota Law School, used a genera tpurpose computer-
based instructional system developed at the University of Minnesota by

2 0
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Professor Russell Burris and his colleagues. Because there was no
network functioning in 1974 -25 that could be used for the law
programs, they were transferred to an "identical" computer system a t

Northeastern University in Boston (both were CDC 6400 computer
systems using the KHONCS 2,1 operating system). The transfer was
successf ul but only through extraordinary efforts by computer systems

people at Minnesota and Northeastern. A multitude of differences in
local conventions, system subroutines, and the like turned out to be
significant problerns. To quote Professor Keeton: "All of us have
learned that the technical problems and expense of transferring
programs even between computers that are supposedly compatible, are
substantial enough to discourage all but those who are most
determined to explore and develop the potential of computer-aided
exercises," However, even after the experience, ProfessorKeeton g oes

on to say, "this type of exercise is in itself a very valuable addition to
methods of instruction in law, and I believe even more significant
additions to the available techniques for both instruction and research

in law are on the horizon."
It is important to note that there are similar examples in other

disciplines including statistics, economics, and the sciences.
Technology-based publication by networks can amount to a new
horizon in intellectual exchange of both research and teaching

materials,
NEW INFORMATION SYSTEM STRUCTURES

Another opportunity in networking is the use of network reseu rcesin

the design of new information systems structures, There continues to
be a good deal of research in the area of distributed and hierarchical
systems imotvi ng networks% There is already some evidence of positive
benefits. There is now available a .variety of microcomputer and

minicomputer technologies and compatible computer components
usable in conjunction -with larger computer systems in networks. In
such a distributed hierarchical structure, multiple network resources
can be adapted to individual user needs by removing deficiencies in
language and processing capabilities of raw network services.

There is some evidence that performance and cost benefits can result
from the application of the distributed hierarchical structure. It is

difficult to generalize about the benefits, as each situation must be
analyzed specifically end rather carefully. However, to illustate the
concept, a recent analysis was completed of a simple hierarchical
structure involving the use of network access for information storage
and retrieval apolications.s in thiS case the network resource was used
for large-scale information storage and processing, Minicomputer
processors were used for parochial editing and processing tasks as well

as small-scale storage. A comparison was made between the
hierarchical network structure and another structure in which
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terminals directly accessed the large-scale information storage facility

in traditional time-sharing fashion.
The results showed the the distributed hierarchical structure was

superior in performance to the centralized structure by 10% to 20%,
with the benefits increasing with the portion of transactionsprocessed

by the minicomputer conf iguration. More impressive, however, was the
reduction in cost per transaction, which ranged from 25% to 53%, with
the percentage of reduction increasing on the same basis as
performance. The graphic representation of the results in shown in
Figure 2.

0. 5

f! 0. 2
0
0.

-it 0.01

Decentralized

Central ized
conf igu rat ion

Number of stations: 24

20 40

Percent of transactions performed by programmable terminals

FIGURE 2 Comparison of Configuration Unit Cost
Per Transaction.

Recent implementations of a two-level version of this structure
support these findings as conservative. At the University of Illinois, a
group has used the structure to alter their use of the MULTICS system

at MIT via the ARPANIET. Both the performance and the cost
improvements exceed the above results. The structure is also being

used in administrative systems development at Harvard University. A
two-level structure is currently being implemented using an IBM
370/145 and Datapoint minicomputer. The initial cost and
performance improvements also exceed the simulated estimates. A
three-level structure is now being designed about the same principles.

22
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It appears that we can begin to experience the first two benefits of
networking very soon. Accessing scarce resources and shopping for

better costs or response time is already feasible and should be
broadened. More experiments should be carefully performed and the
results distributed widely. It may be longer before we begin to feel
the effects of a new medium for intellectual exchange and new
information system structures resulting from national networking.
There is very little question, however, that there will be major benefits
for higher education in each of these four areas.

The Commitments
The obstacles to the opportunities in networking are far from

disabling. However, to ignore them would be a serious mistake. Some
real commitments will be required from each institution to overcome
the obstacles. The nature of the commitments depends on a variety of

factors.
ROLE AND SCOPE

One of the major commitments will be to identify the appropriate role

and scope of networking at individual institutions. Major changes are
occurring in the economic and political climate for higher education.
The financial crunch facing many institutions is already causing them

teti re-examine their traditional role and behavior. Some institutions will
view networking as an opportunity to reduce the expense of providing
computer resources. Institutions with computer resources that are
underutilized but not adequate to meet many of their teaching and
research requirements may need to shift the balance of computer
usage to networks rather than to in-house resources, This will require a
significant commitment for planning and management within these

stitutions.
On the other hand, networks will almost certainly initiate pressure

for the use of services currently inaccessible for teaching and research.
For some institutions this pressure will be manifested as requests for
additional funds from individuals and departments not previously using

significant amounts of computer or information processing resources.
This may be particularly true tor reseachers at institutions with limited
computer resources. The already financially troubled libraries may be
another source of such new requests. In short, network access is likely

to trigger very intensive trade-off decisions at individual colleges and

universities.
In the larger political arena the privacy issue may affect the role and

scope of networking, Although Congress has been prudent to date,
legislation has been proposed that would seriously hamper the ability
of colleges and universities to undertake productive networking
activities. Even though personal privacy issues are not involved in the
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network uses envisioned, we must be prepared to protect against
abuses. We must also recognize that privacy is a politically sensitive
issue, and those involved in networking at the national level must also
be seriously involved with developments in legislation regarding
prhiacy.

There are also technological questions of role and scope for
networks. The emergence of minciomputers and microcomputers as
the most cost-effective means to accomplish a variety of computing and
information processing needs is self evident. Just as the hand-held
calculators provide more power at less cost than the early time-sharing
systems, small computers are taking care of a variety of more
sophisticated problems that were formerly the province of large-scale
systems. To some managers of large-scale computer resoyrees, this
appears as a threat, and in some cases, particularly in the short run,
minicomputers do challenge the fiscal health of the large-scale center,
It is certain that minicomputers will be used in a substantial portion of
computing activity even with the advent of large-scale computer
networking. There are some problems for which minicomputers and
microcompute3rs are simply best suited in the current computer pricing
structure. Small time-sharing systems for programming represent a
well-known example. Another example occurs in the use of small
computers as supplementary laboratory instruments. Another less well
recognizable phenomenon is the "number crunching" minicomputer
system. In the Chemistry Department at Harvard there are a number of
computer-based research experiments which require the processing of
large amounts of raw data with a variety of processor-intensive
algorithms. The algorithms are relatively stable; they do not change
substantially from experiment to experiment. The data processed is
very large in volume, which discourages.aransmission by all but very
large bandwidth communication systems. In such experiments there is
no benefit from multi-programming. since the algorithm involved
utilizes all available processor cycles. Only the condensed output of the
minicomputer processor is fed to larger computer systems at MIT and
Columbia for further processing. Hence, a dedicated minicomputer
processor of sufficient power is ideal for this role. In other cases such
as the Chemistry Department at the University of Cal;fornia at Berkeley
however, a highspeed minicomputer processor is used for both
computational processes. In cases where such dedicated processors
are appropriate, network access may play virtually no role. However,
even limited access to a network as part of a hierarchical structure may
ultimately be of great value for the reasons described earlier.
TRANSITION

Another commitment which must be made is to the development of
institutional understanding, at both executive and faculty levels of both
the initial impact and the transitional effects of networking. Networking
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usually involves changes in resource allocation decisions. This may
mean Mcreasing or decreasing the total a mout of resources dedicated

r computer access to allow for network use: It almost certainly means
redistributing existing resources to allow for some network use.
Examples in which a significant redistribution and reallocation of funds
used for computer resources were made include the development of
the Triangle Universities Computation Center in North Carolina and,
later, the divestment at Harvard of two major computing facilities in
favor of purchasing outside services from MIT a nd other groups. Major
shifts of this sort require careful evaluation and a firm comrnitment to
dealing with the organizational and behavioral problems associated
with moving from major in.house resources to substantial reliance on
external computer resources.

Another perspective of the transition problem will occur for those
thstitutions that become suppliers in the network. Most institutions in
the past have based computer resource planning almost exclusively on
in-house needs. Beginning in the 1960s. some institutions began
acting as resources for networks in which other institutions were
provided access to their computers. Most of this sharing took the form
of regional STAR networks until the initiation of ARPANET. Even on a
small scale, the decisions and the planning necessary to perform the
supplier's role in this sharing function have altered the character of
sorne computer resourceS substantially. It is necessary not only tO plan
well in the supplying institution but also to consider the needs of the
outside group of institutions (the "'market," if you will). However. It can
be of substantial benefit to both supplier and user. For example, in the
Harvard-MIT arrangement, MIT as the supplier of services is able to
justify the use of an IBM 370/1619. If it were not used by Harvard and
other institutions, the hardware would be replaced by something on the
level of an IBM 370/158. There is no doubt, on the basis of the
quantitative data available, that this would adversely affect the cost and
performance of MIT's service to all, including its in-house customers.
TECHNOLOGICAL FACILITATION

Another commitment which must be made concerns the
development of facilitation mechanisms to deal with the vagaries of
exposing nontechnical users to incompatible and idiosynchratic
technological resources. These vagaries are matters of degree and can
be overcome individually by a courageous and persistent user.
However, there are 'a number of problems which should be resolved
straightaway in order to make largescale networking comfortable for
most computer users. They include the following:

1. It is not a small matter to move a computer program from one
computer system to another even when the computer systems are
"completely compatible." A translation facility to assist in
overcoming eccentric differences in control and programming

2
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languages will be useful for network usage. More standardization
would be even better,
2 Network pro:acols for program execution and file transfer are
different. For example, ARPANET, the TELENET network and the
TYMESHAPE network require different types of computer teWiinal
interfaces as well as host computer interfaces to the networks. With
the establishment of other networks, this problem is now likely to
become intepsified_ In addition, computer systems themselves
require remarkably different formats for communications at the
present time, At present, there is no alternative to the development of

multiple interfaces.
3. Log-in, start-up, and accounting functions typically differ for
each computer system. Alrnost all computer systems are different in
the presentation and requirements of these data relative to individual
computer usage. Adaptation mechanisms for these functions would
significantly relieve the burden of the user in the network.
4. Disseminating basic information about network resources
(including specialized facilities and services) will require facilitating

services. Documentation, seminars and other traditional
mechanisms must be adapted and refined. The network itself will be
useful for this activity. A network file storage and retrieval system to

assist in user consultation and communication should be designed
and developed, based perhaps on the distributed hierarchical
structure previously described I nf or ma tion of particular interest to
each institution could be stored locally while a principal data bank
would be maintained for the whole network as well.
5. A facility to assist users in finding an appropriate computer
resource for a specific problem will also be useful. This "locater"
facility could help find computer resources which meet certain
criteria, such as price, response time, accuracy, etc.
There are undoubtedly numberous other functions that will be found

to be useful in this facilitating mechanism, Initial network usage can
probably rely on bilateral arrangements between users and resources,

However, most of these facilitating services will become mandatory if a

network is to be useful to a variety of users.

EDUCOM'S Role
It has long been the conviction of those people most closely

associated with EDUCOM that computer networking on a national
scale is both feasible and usef ul. It is my own conviction that EDUCOM

should not only develop computer networking in hiaher education but
also provide leadership in the application of other types of computer
and communications technology to the broader needs of universities
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and colleges. We are now engaged in turning these convictions into

action.
In 1973, we began to develop the idea of a Planning Council for

Computing in Higher Education and Reseach, an idea conceived from
the NSF-sponsored EDUCOM seminars on Computer Networking held
at ,Airlie House, This idea has now been transformed into an action-
oriented group of twenty-one institutions that have committed money
and time over the next four years to provide a "critical mass" for the
development of national computer networking. The EDUCOM Planning
Council is directed by James Emery and is governed by a Policy Board
composed of senior university executives and a Technical Committee
composed of senior computer scientists/administrators from the
twenty-one member schools. Supporting grants have been received
from the Ford Foundation, the Carnegie Corporation, and the Exxon
Education Foundation.

The Council is engaged in the development of both short-term and
long-term networking activities. A prototype national network activity
has already started with the objective of incrementally developing
computer resource sharing. While building on the experience and
capabilities of regional and state networks, the prototype EDUCOM
network; EDUNET, will incorporate incrementally the benefits of
related reseach and development activities. The embryonic version of
EDUNET was demonstrated at the 1975 Fall EDUCOM Conference in
Portland, Oregon. In this demonstration, the communications facilities
of Telenet Communications Corporation were used by conferees in
Portland to access the MULTICS and IBM 370/168 systems at MIT, the
Dartmouth Time Sharing System at Dartmouth, the Bibliographic Data
Service offered by the State University of New York, and a typical
minicomputer configuration of the PRIME Computer Corporation
located in Framingham, Massachusetts. The demonstration was
eminently successful. The next step in the development of the prototype
network will be to encourage further bilateral resource sharing and to
develop specific experiments in the use of EDUNET in a large number of
academic disciplines. Some development has already begun in law and
chemical engineering; further development will take place in statistics,
economics, and numerous other disciplines, as well as in libraries.
libraries,

For the longer term, a network simulation and gaming project, funded
by NSF; will develop techniques for dealing with the evaluation of the
role and scope of networking as well as the transitional effects for
individual institutions. Sixteen institutions, both large and small, are
providing data and expertise in the development of the model.
Moreover, the incremental development of the prototype EDUNET will
provide an ongoing laboratory for model development and validation.
Ultimately, it is expected that individual institutions will be able to use
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the model to assess the benefits arid liabilities of networking and to
develop specific plans for participating in EDUNET.

The other divisions of EDUCOM will provide not only for the
dissemination of the beneficial results of Planning Council activities to
the full EDUCOM membership but also for other technology-related
activities.

The EDUCOM Consulting Group, now under the direction of John
Austin, will provide analysis and prescriptive services relating to the
planning and use of computer and communications technology. The
Consulting Group will use experts from EDUCOM member schools to
supplement its staff in the development of consulting teams to address
needs ranging from the use of networks to the role of minicomputers. A
consultation on the use of minicomputers is now being completed.
Recently, other consultations have been successfully completed
relating to computing center organization, university management
information systems, and other contemporary problems facing colleges
and universities.

EDUCOM can also act for the benefit of its members as an
intermediary with suppliers of compJter-related components and
services. We have already completed two arrangements which will
bring substantial price discounts to EDUCOM members. An agreement
with PRIME Computer Corporation will provide for a 20% discount on
PRIME products and services to EDUCOM members_ A similar
arrangement with Data Dimensions, Inc provides for a comparable
discount on interactive computer terminals. We are currently working
with other suppliers; Gene Kessler is directing this activity_

Through EDUCOM conferences and publications, both basic and
general information can be disseminated. The organization of special
workshops and projects within EDUCOM, which has been begun by
Bob Gillespie, is also a powerful alternative in exchanging useful
information about specific computing activities.

Finally, the EDUCOM Library will provide for the publication of
computer-based technology. The basic idea is to create a library of high -
quality programs and data from a host of network resources that will be
available through the EDUNET network. The library will be developed by
and operated in conjunction with publishers of printed material to
provide computer-based materials that will be useful in research and
teaching. EDUCOM will operate and manage the library, provide for
appropriate disciplinary review to maintain the quality of resources,
and collect use fees and pay authors' royalties as well as render basic
bibliographic services about the collection.

Through these efforts it appears that some of EDUCOM's long-term
goals can now begin to provide very tangible benefits to large and small
schools alike. Work of excellent quality may be found in many places,
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and when it is found in computer-based form it -ould be developed and
shared with others in higher education who would find it useful
EDUCOM will now concentrate an putting these goals and concepts
into action
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CHAPTER 3
lames C. Emery

Implementation of
A Facilitating Network

Introduction
The advantages of computer resource sharing over a ne. ork have

been discussed at length since the early sixties. A number of relatively
Specialized networks, such as ARPANET, have now been operational
for several years: What is missing, however, is a general network
available to all members of the higher education community.

While conceptions about such a network have not changed
substantially over the past decade, experience with existing networks

and the advances in technology during this period have given us a
clearer picture of the likely characteristics of the network. There
appears to be a growing consensus about the following points:

The existence of a general network for higher education is no
longer in doubt; only its extent is still to be determined. With
technological advances in common carrier communications, the

entry cost for an institution to join a network is becoming low
enough that primitive sharing arrangements can be established
at any time a serious need arises.

Even in a mature network, most computing will be performed
locally or regionally. The cost of hardware is dropping rapidly
enough that it is ceasing to be a major factor in the economics of
computation. The majority of users at an institution can usually
be served with a fairly limited variety of software, and so the cost
of providing standard _software is not particularly significant.
Most institutions will therefore choose to Oro. standard com-
puting services at their own computer ceritri or obtain them
through a regional arrangement.

In all but a few quite specialized cases, hardwareeconomies will

25
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be the least important motivation for develop ng a national
network. Minicomputers can compete very well with the large
machines for most applications, and any significant economies of
scale for very large jobs can usually be exhausted by regional
centers. A national network will be jusCfied primarily for the
purpose of sharing software aod databases.

Even thiigh network computing wili constitute only a small part
of the total computing within higher education 20 percent
would cerlainly be a very generous estimate it will neverthe-
less be an important part. The network can offer specialized
services that vyooki otherwise not be available or available only at
a high cost.

A mature network will develop over a long evo/uionary period.

Despite considerable Justification for optimism, one should have no
illusions about tne difficulties in mplementing a viable national
network A number of very difficult technical, economic, and
administrative issues must be faced before a mature network becomes
a reality

Technical Issues
It is currently fashionable to dismiss technical problems as the least

formidable barrier to implementing a network. Current technology
certainly permits a fairly sophisticated network, and is unlikely
seriously to hinder short-term development efforts. Nevertheless, a
number of difficulties still remain, and they will become more serious
as attempts are made to expand the use and capabilities of the network.
Among the most important are communications, security, and on-line
user services.

COMMUNICATIONS
Considerable progress has been made over the past decade in

reducing the cost and increasing the reliability of communications.
Packet switching, in particular, appeFrs to offer substantial advantages
over previous technology. Its distance-independent price structure(i.e.,
price to the user is not a f unction of the distance transmitted), relatively
low cost, and high reliabihtv are especially important for a national
network.

Two se ious problems still remain, however. One of these is the
difficulty of interfacing a wide variety of computers to a common
communications network. The other is the high cost of broadband
transmission. These are appropriately viewed as primarily economic
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limitations, and are therefore discussed in more detail in the next
Section of this chapter, which deals with economic issues. Suffice it to
say here that technical advances are soli needed o bring down the cost
of network interfacing and high volume communication.
SECURirf

Current operating systems provide inadequate protection against
malicious or unintentional access to system resources. Although this
limitation may be tolerable when only local users are served or when
relatively insensitive data are maintained within the system, it is
entirely unacceptable when serving remote users or when an
application calls for a high degree of privacy.

Until this situatior is corrected, most institutions will choose not to
maintain sensitive data on storage devices that are accessible to a
network. Applications involving personnel or student records, detailed
financial data, or other confidential information will thus be unlikely
candidates for early implementation on a network.

Another aspect of security is protection against unauthorized use of
network resources, When a university provides its own computing
services, its total financial risk is limited to the expenses of rulning the
computer center. In the case of a network, an institution's potential
consumption of resources could be virtually unlimited. The institution
must therefore have assurance that it can control the charges that will
be levied against its accounts. It is not enough merely to protect against
unauthorized users; controls must also be provided so that an
institution can set limits on such things as its total expenditures, the
particular resources that can be accessed by a given class of its
members (Students might have different restrictions than faculty, for
example), the maximum priority level permitted by each user class, and
the time of the day at which certain resources can be used.
ON-LINE USER SERviCES

The provision of services to aid remote users isa critical requirement
for widespread computer sharing. To keep costs reasonable, a national
network will probably have to rely fairly heavily on automatic user aids,
rather than person-to-person consultation. Included in such services
are on-line retrieval of information about available resources and
computer-assisted training aids. Both of these present difficult
technical problems. The classification and indexing of computing
resources and the development of retrieval procedures requires
,:onsiderable further research. A great deal of effort will also /e
required to develop computer-assisted instruction aids for training
remote users how to use a computing service and how to correct
program bugs if difficulties arise.

Economic Issues
AK/tough some technical problems cannot currently be solved
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satisfactorily at any cost (security, for example), most of them ar2
viewed as problems because the cost of performing a given function is
greater than its perceived va1ue. Communications is a pri.me example.
The technology available a number of years ago could haVe provided
adequate communications to support a network, but only rt-'....e.ntly have

technical advances lowered costs to the point that networks have
become economically feasible for fairly general use within Lighe(
education. A number of econorrii; issues of this sort will cloar)y have a
major impact on the ,design and use ot a network.
LARGE VERSUS SMALL COMPUTERS

Ezonomies of scale in computer hardware have traditionally been

one of the primary justifications for concentrating a variety of
computing functions info a single large central proessor. Although this
argument still holds for certain very large -number crunching lobs

found in such fields as physics and meteorology, for the most part
hardware economies of scale are becoming less and less significant.

For one thing, the cost of the central processor as a fraction of total
computing costs is shrinking rapidly. In the early days ci computing, the
central processor typically contributed over tvito-thirds of the total cost:

now it may be as low as ten percent or less. As,advances continue in
integrated circuit technology, the cost of the central processor is
becoming almost negligible for most applications.

A second reason for the reduced significance of hardware is the
availability of powerful yet low-cost minicomputers. The cost-
effectiveness of minicomputers stems from several cause,).

Economies of scale in rhe high-volume manufacture of mini-
computers offset intrinsic economies of scale in the operation of

electronic devices.

Minicomputers generally offer somewhat limited capabilities
compared to large conventional machines, permitting the vendor
to use off-the-shelf hardware components and to reduce Soft-
ware development costs.

Min/computer vendors typically do not offer a full range of on-sire
customer services, allowing them to lower their costs of market-
ing and technical suoport in the field.

Minicomputers have a relatively short design and production
cycle bacause of their simplicity, which permits designers to take
advantage of more recent technology than is possible for the very
large machines. With technology advancing by an order of magni
tude every five years or so, even a year's advantage can be

significant.
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Less carvtal is required to enter the mintcornooter Industry than
is needed by conventional computer vendors. This has resulted in
a large number of competitors and strong incentives to keep
prices low.

Mtnicompute-- vendors tend to introduce technical advances
quickly as they can, because of competitive pressure5 and the
modeSt-sLied base of leased equipment.

Although computer hardware no longer exhibits economies of scale
for many appl:eations, economies In sc,':'-vare and operating costs may
still offer substantial benefits from sharing among many users. For a

given variety of services, the costs of maintaining software and running
the computer center are much the same regardless of the size of the
computer. A centralized center permits spreading these costs over a
larger number of users, and thus can nrovide substantial economies. As
hardware costs continue to decline, economies in software
development and maintenance including associated user services
such as documentation and traming will tenii to dominate otner
factors.

Because of the hardware -;_onomies offer ad by minicomputers, and
software and operating eumomies offered by large centralized

facilities, both mil exist in a network environment Minicomputers are
likely to proliferate at the local level, while the large centers will serve

regional or national population5
GENERALIZED VERSUS SPECIALIZED SYSTEMS

Large computers normally offer a wide range of generalized services
in order to attract a large number of users, expand the computational
load, and take advantage of any economies of scale. On the other hand,

increasing the generality of a computer center adds to the costs of
software development and maintenance, overhead in managing

system resources, operating inefficiences of generalized programs, and
providing user training and consulting. The user may also bear extra
personal costs in coping with the inhospitality of some large computer
centers and overcoming the frustrations of locating and using a specific

service among the full range of services available.
These added costs of generality often benefit a relatively s all

proportion of users. A malority tend to use a very limited set of system
software, such as a debugging Fortran compiler, an optimizing Fortran
compiler, a Cobol compiler, and a few statistical programs. It is not
uncommon to find, for example, that half of the users at an institution
can be served by about 10 percent of the eomputer center's program
library, while the least used half of the programs serves only 10 percent

of the users:
The availability ofa net- ork allows an institution to provide very psi-

3
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effective services for the standard usi_Js by means of minicomputers or
an austere conventional computer operation; specialized services nrt
available locally can then be obtained from the network Txosuen.ah/ru
center benefits from a network by drawing on a larger user population
and thus achieving both economies of specialization and econi-,,mies
scalp.

The issue of generalization versus specialization is closely related to
the question of standardization Trivial cliff erences among ;,rogramsare
frequently the source of much of the variation in services Mat a center
must offer Two different statistical packages, for example. may
perform essentially the same function, but the center may feel obliged
kr offer diem both Similarly, a center (night offer a variety et languages
that overlap one another substantially A center serving separate
institutions or decentralized departments might have to maintain a
variety of such application programs as payroll. personnel, student
registration. and accounting. Although standardization oh a limited set
of services permits the center to reduce costs, it does so at the expense
of the user who has to convert to the standardized service or live with a
service that does not meet his needs ver-y well
COMMUNICATION COSTS

Advances in packet switching technology over the past few years has
significantly lowered the cost of communications. For example, a user
located in a major city who wishes to access remote services from a
keyboard terminal would currently pay about $2 per 1-cur for
communications. accounting for 5 to 25 percent of the total cost of
computing.

As one moves away from major population centers, however. the cost
of a leased line or dial-up cad to the nearest entry node to the network
becomes more and more significant. We can expect that the number of
entry nodes will grow rapidly over the next few years, and so this
problem will become less important. Nevertheless, it will probably
always be relatively expensive to serve the user in thinly populated
areas (at least until communications satellites permit inexpensive
broadcast transmission to far-flung locations).

The transfer of large files or documents (in a bibliographic systf-d, for
example) is still prohibitively expensive except in cases in which
urgency is a maior factor. Facsimile and video transmissions are also
currently too expensive for broad application within higher education.
These costs will no doubt diminish over the next decade, thus
permitting a wider range of applications that call for high-volume
communications. There will always remain, however, applications that
are uneconomical for network computing because of the volume of
communication that would be required.

An economic issue of current importance is the cost of interfacing a
host computer to a network. This can be achieved by modifying the
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operating system of the host computer, through a programmable f ront-
end, or by means of a minicomputer. In any case, the cost can be
considerable -= perhaps $5,000 to S50,000. Over the course of a few
years' use of a network connection this would add only a relatively
small portion to the total cost of providing computing services.
Nevertheless, the initial cost is large enough to discourage some
institutions from joining a network Technical advances that lower the
entry fee for linking tea network will greatly encourage experimental or
casual sharing of network resources.
COSTS OF SERVING REMOTE USERS

A serious inhibitor of network computing is the lack of services to
support remote users. such 5erv;ces might include.

Local consultaws who are knowledgeable about services
available over the network

"Circuit riders" who periodically visit remote sites.

Remote consulting _services provided over a "hot line r by
means of an -electronic mailbox.'"

High quality documentation designed to serve the independent
remote user.

Comp -assisted training aids.

On-lme information retrieval systems to assist users in matching
remote services to their needs.

Most university computer centers do not provide extensive user
services. Instead, they rely heavily on knowledgable faculty or students
who can assist new users. Although this approach may work
satisfactorily when dealing with local users, it is entirelij inadequate
when dealing with remote users who do not have access to someone
having experience with the service they wish to use.

Commercial firms in the business of providing remote computing
services typically provide more comprehensive user services than
university computing centers. Many firms spend 25 percent or more of
their sales revenue on user services. The largest firms maintain a
nationwide sales and technical staff to assist users. Few university
computer centers would be able to spend at such a level, but they will
certainly have to increase their efforts if a national network is to be
achieved.

3 6
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NETWORK OvERHEAO
Sharing of any resource entails so e overhead cost_ Network

sharing calls for such services as locating a remote computing resource
that satisfies a user need, instructing the user now to use the resource,

accounting and reporting associated with remote compLaing,
contracting with users and suppliers, and other network administration
functions At least some of these services are required whether the

computing is local or remote, but increasing the geographical
dispersion of users inevitably results in some additional overhead
costs, Because pyramiding of overhead costs at the local, regional, and
national levels increases the cost of a given resource, institutions will
generally Confine their use of a ne those resources that show a

clear advantage when shared among a regional or national population.

Administrative Issues
Administrative issues are among the most important ones facing the

implementors of a national network. GnYernance of the network and
improved incentives for users and suppliers must be established before
widespread sharing will take place; certain legal and regulatory
problems must also be solved. The use of a network will conflict in part
with established practices, and will therefore require overcoming
inertia, entrenched positions, and well understood ways of obtaining
computing services. It is likely that administrative problems, rather than

technical or economic considerations, will pace the development of a
national network for higher education,
GOVERNANCE OF THE NETWORK

Colleges and universities in this country remain largely autonomous.
and show no intention of weakening this autonomy in a guest for real or
imagined computing efficiency. Although some states have been
moving in the direction of statewide centralized network-.s, most
educational institutions have joined only with the strong prodding of
legislative committees or state boards of highr education.

This experience strongly suggests that a success( ul national network
for higher education must be largely decentralized. Each institution
should be allowed to decide on its own whether it will join the network.
It should be able to choose whch services it will sell to others arid which

services it will buy. An institution should also be free to set prices and
the quality of services it provides to others.

Although decision making will be largely decentralized, certain
"facilitating" functions are best handled centrally. Included in suCh

functions are billing and reporting, developing -standards and security
procedures, contracting with vendors, and providing network-wide
user services. Some sort of national network organization will be
necessary to provide these centralized facilitating services,

3 7
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The Planning Council on ComputMg in Education and Research is

currently serving in the role of coordinator for the development of a

national facilitating network_ Established officially in July 1974, the

Council now consists of Me following 21 member institutions:

University of California
California State University and Colleges
Carnecie.Mellon University
Case Western Reserve University
The University of Chicago
Dartmouth College
Harvard University
University of Illinois
Lehigh University
Massachusetts Institute of T c nology
University of Minnesota
University of North Carolina
University of Notre Dame
University of Pennsylvania
Princeton University
Stanford University
State University of New York
University of Texas
University of Utah
University of Wisconsin
Yale University

The Council i governed -by a Policy Board consisting of a senior

executive from each of the participating universities. A Technical

Committee, composed of a senior computer manager from each

member institution, serves in an advisory capacity. This arrangement is

proving to be an effective way of obtaining participation from the
educational community. Inputs have also been obtained from regional

and statewide networks, vendors, the government, and other
interested parties.

Its charter lirnits the Planning Council to a life of five years. By 1979

the Council is expected to decide whether a permanent organization is
required and, if so, what form it should lake. Any such organization will

clearly have to provide a governance mechanism that will insure broad

representation among educational institutions and classes of users.

INCENTIVES FOR SHARING
One of the serious problems that limits growth of network computing

is the lack of strong incentives to encouage sharing. Incentives are

missing for both buyer and seller of services, and at the level of both the

8
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individual user and the institution, Furthermore. the problem tends to
feed on itself lack of incentives to use shared resources reduces the
incentive for suppliers to improve their services, which in turn further
reduces the incentives for users.

Users often resist sharing of resources because of the frustrations
involved. Because programs and databases are often not well
documented and carefully debugged. they are very ditficult to use. Lack
of consLiting services to aid the new user, as well as the long time
delays typically required to serve remote users, have further hindered
the sharing of resources:

Most institutions are quite reluctant to see their faculty, studen
and staff spend money to buy remote services even if a remote service is
priced lower than a similar service offered by the institution's own
computer center. An external purchase requires "real" money, while
the cost of providing local service IS largely fixed and therefore does not
impose significant incremental cost in the short run. For this reason,
some institutions may insist on restricting external purchases by their
own members to a rate of growth that approximately matches the
growth in revenue from their network sales (thus keeping their net
"balance of payments"' from network activities within fairly small
limits). To some extent, network purchases by an institution can result
in offsetting savings (or avoided cost increases) in the "fixed costs" at
its own computer center, but these savings can usually be realized only
over an extended transition period as equiome nt becomes obsolete and
personnel attrition takes place.

Potential suppliers of network resources face disincentives similar to
those that apply to the buyer. Faculty members and other individuals
who create programs and data bases are typically not rewarded
financially when their programs are used by others. Professional
rewards, such as those associated with the publication of a paper in a
prestige journal, are rarely accorded the creators of widely used
software.

Institutions also lack strong incentives as suppliers, Although a
university might welcome additional revenue from external users, the
financial gain may not be sufficient to justify the considerable
additional management effort that serving such an expanded
population might entail. Faculty and students served by the center may
resent the intrusion of outside users, even when the additional revenue
allows the center to lower its unit prices or provide additional net
capacity. Serving outside users also requires that a unwersity assume
some additional risks, such as uncertainty regarding the level of
external income and the expenses of providing remote user services.
All of these disincentives are collectively strong enough that many
institutions choose not to become suppliers of service, except perhaps
as a minor and incidental adjunct to their internal computing activities.

9
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The creation of a na ionai facilitating network is likely to increase
substantially the incentives for both buyers and ;sellers. As the market
grows, suppliers will be motivated to improve their user services; this,
in turn, will encourage, greater use. As a routme part of the regular
acct.. Jilting system, faculty and staff members could be rewarded
through royalty payments for use of the software or databases they
create. With the completely documented usage that the system would
provide, creators of widely used programs could receive appropriate
professional recognition for their contributions (in fact, with much
better authentication than is possible with a journal article),

Many of the existing disincentives for sharing will be reduced wth
the development of a network, Fast response available over a network
will eliminate the frustrating delays currently experienced by remote
users who attempt to share by shipping reels of tape or decks of cards.
Faculty and students will have less cause for resenting external users if
they are themselves served in part by remote computer centers, To the
extent that the facilitating network organization assumes some of the
marketing and user service functions, a supplying institution will have
less reason to avoid serving external users. All of these factors are likely
to overcome many of the difficuties that have been experienced in the
past when trying to _share computing resources.
PRICING OF NETWORK SERVICES

Because the proposed facilitating network will rely primarily on
market mechanisms to provide incentives and allocate network
resources, prices will play a critical role In governing the behavior of the
network. Information about the services available, along with their
price and quality, could be made available to prospective users as part of
the facilitating services. Price_s could be adjusted as rapidly as thought
desirable in response to shifts in supply and demand. Thus, the network
potentially can provide a very effective market mechanism for
allocating resources and promoting efficiency

A free market of this sort does, howciver, rai e some very difficult
questions:

What effect would unregulated pricing have on the stability of a
network and the willingness of buyers and sellers to commit
themselves to a long-term dependence on the network?

Would unregulated competition lead to the domination of the net-
work by a few large suppliers(and, if so, would this necessarily be
undesirable)?

To what extent do various government regulation_s against
"descriminatory" pricing constrain suppliers from adjusting
prices in response to market forces?

40
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To what extent would it be desisable to impose such quasi-
price mechanisms as tariffs, quotas, anti-dumping and anti-trust
regulations, constraints against "cut-throat" competition, and
the like?

Much of the complexity of pricing and market regulation in a network
environment stems from the cost structure of computing: most costs
are fixed in the short run, with only a relatively small porportion variable
with respect to the volume of computing. This provides a strong
incentive for computer center management to boost volume during idle
periods and postpone delivery of less urgent services during peak
periods. Price discounts can often induce users to take advantage of
periods of excess capacity or to accept low-priority service. Price and
service incentives can also motivate a user to guarantee a certain level
I revenue to the supplier, thus transferring to the user some of the

fixed costs of providing capacity on his behalf.
Pricing policies should recognize the different attitudes various users

and suppliers have regarding the risk they are willing to bear and the
quality of service they are willing to accept. The network facilitating
function should therefore provide a variety of pricing schemes, such as
the following:

Differential prices for different levels of priority.

Differential prices for peak versus off-peak time periods.

Both long-term contracts and "spot" sales (i.e. , with no advanced
commitment).

Both a fixed monthly charge (with perhaps a low per-use
incremental charge) and a full-cost charge for each service
rendered.

Charges based on information outputs (e.g., number of students
registered) as well as computing resource inputs (e.g., CPU,
storage, etc.).

A special problem facing the network organization is the method of
charging for facilitating services. Here, too, a variety of options exist:

A fixed membership charge, wiiich entitles the user to all of the
facilitation services.

"Bundled" prices, in which the charges for facilitation services
are included in the general rate for computer services (possibly as

4 1
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a payment by the supplier to the network organization, with no
additional cost borne directly by the user).

Completely unbundled prices, in which each fob ltion service
is charged for on a per-use basis.

BUDGETING FOR NETWORK SERVICES
The procedure by which an institution budgets for computing is likely

to have an important effect on the users' ability to obtain services over a

network. Under the conventional centralized procedure, an,,institution's
aggregate computing capacity is allocated by distributing to users non-

discretionary -computing dollars" i,e,, funds that can only be used to

buy computing services at the local computer center. This scheme
makes it possible for the institution to put a known limit on its total
expenditures for computing. The user, however, is denied discretion as

to where he obtains computer services or, indeed, whether he

spends the funds for activities other than computing (e.g., hiring an

extra research assistant). Furthermore, under this centralized

procedure, computer center management is not subjected to the test of

a free.market, and therefore may not remain fully responsive to users'

needs.
As an alternative procedure, all funds can be budgeted throw!,

regular organizational channels. The chemistry department, for
example, could be budgeted at a level adequate to support its necessary

activities, including computing. The department must then decide how

much should be spent for computing services and from what sources

they Should be obtained. Network services or the acquisition of a
dedicated minicomputer might both be considered as alternatives to

purchasing from the institution's central facility.
The disadvantage of such decentralization is that it exposes the

computer center to an unpredictable level of revenue from users. To

deal with this uncertain market. the center should periodically adjust its

capacity to bring expenses in line with revenues The institution as a

whole must balance its budget in the (ace of some uncertainty, and so
there is no justification to insulate computing activities from a similar

discipline.
In order to mitigate short-term fluctuations in revenue, an institution

could requirp users to enter long-term arrangements one year, say

for the amount of computing they wish to obtain. The computer center
could then rely on this level of support, and adjust its capacity
accordingly, It Should have the option, however, of retaining some
"excess" capacity to meet the demands from unguaranteed -spot-

sales.
4 2
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LEGAL AND REGULATORY ISSUES
One of the haunting uncertainties about a national network is the

extent to which governmental restrictions will limits its usefulness.
Possible problems include the following:

The Internal Revenue Service often takes a narrow point of view
in assessing revenue sources of tax-exempt organizations. The
tax status of revenue obtained from network customers is by no
means clear, particularly if the service being sold can be inter-
preted as not being central to the educational mission of the insti-
tution. The problem may be especially troublesome for the faci-
litating network organization that must sustain itself through the
revenues it obtains from the services it renders.

Constraints on pricing imposed by government contracting
regulations could restrict a computer center from adjusting its
rates in response to changes in supply and demand for services.
For example, a price discount for low priority off-peak service
might be viewed as denying the government the most favorable
price if some of the government computing is done at the regular
rate.

Subsidized government computer centers may inhibit the play
of a free market for computing services. If a university researcher
has access to a government computer center at a subsidized rate
that might not include any charge for the original cost of
purchased equipmenL the university's own computer center or
other alternative sources of computing cannot compete on an
equal basis. The government center is not tested in the market
place, and might thereby exist and prosper even if it does not
serve users' needs very well.

Approach to Implementation
The development of a facilitating network is obviously a major

undertaking. The eventual form of the network, and the extent of its
use, are still open questions. Given the environment in which the
network will be developed and operated, the following assumptions
appear to be reasonable.

Once developed, the network must be financially self-supporting.
Even much of the development cost might have to come from
prospective users of the network, although financial aid from
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government agencies and private foundations would certainly
accelerate the development process.

Network usage is /ikely to grow at a steady and fairly rapid rate,
but at no point will there occur a sudden surge in growth. A rela-
tively long transitiorz to a network environment is required for
buyers to gain experience with network services, institutions to
adjust their internal capacities in conformity with changes in
demand patterns, suppliers to develop more powerful aids for
assisting remote users, and the facilitating mechanism to
mature.

The network must evolve gradually, rather than be implemented
in a "finar version in one major step. To adapt to changing nelds
and technology, the design at each stage of implementation
Should be kept as open-ended as possible. Large fixed costs, such
as those that would be required to develop and operate a packet
switching network, should be avoided; to the extent possible,
costs should be incurred in proportion to the level of network
activity (for example, by purchasing communication services
from a packet switching common carrier).

EDUCOM is developing a network along two complementary paths.

Over the Short term, efforts at the Planning Council on Computing in
Education and Research are being focused on developing a prototype
network in order to gain some early operating experience. In parallel
with this activity, EDUCOM is engaged in a research project to develop

a network simulation program *ma meansof gaining more fundamental
knowledge of network behavior.
PROTOTYPE NETWORK
The availability of common carrier packet switching services makes it
relatively easy to connect terminals 4-hci host computers. The Planning

Council intends to encourage universnies to connect their computers to
a common carrier network in order to rr ake services available to remote

users. The fixed cost of connection is around $1,000 per month, not
including the initial interface cost. The variable cost of actual use tends

to be quite low around $.50 per hour on an interactive terminal, for

example. After studying the two available packet switching networks,
the Council concluded that Telenet Communications Corporation
currently offers the most attractive prospect of serving the needs of the

facilitating network.
The prototype network win give its members experience in serving

remote users, as well as some early benefits of resource sharing. The
insights gained will be very useful in developing a more mature
facilitating network. In a number of ways, however, the prototype

4 4
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network will differ significantly from the expected eventual ne ork.

The prototype network will involve primarily bilateral relation--
shiPs between buyer end seller. For example, the assignment of
user numbers, billing, and user services will all be handled
directly between the two parties. In the eventual network, the
facilitating organization is expected to handle many of these
functions on a multilateral basis, obviating the need for a
separate relationship for each buyer-seller pair.

User services will be limited to those curently offered by each
separate network supplier. Since most suppliers currently deal
only with local users, their user services are inadequate to serve
remote users. In the eventual facilitating network, a variety of
services will be developed to serve the needs of remote users
(with the important by-product of improving the services avail-
able to local users),

Each user of the prototype network must learn special procedures
specific to each host computer he wishes to access. In the even-
tual network. some standardization may be possible, thus permit-
ting a user to access a variety of standard services using a single
protocol.

The prototype network will be limited to a relatively few large
users, because of the primitive facilitating services offered. Even-
tually, as a richer variety of user services are developed, the
facilitating network is expected to serve a variety of users who
cover the full spectrum of computing sophistication,

An important part of the Planning Council's efforts to develop the
prototype neiwork is a program to investigate the special needs of
various academic disciplines. The intention is to bring together
representatives of several disciplines to determine how a network
might best serve their needs. An emphasis is being placed on providing
each discipline with network services at a relatively early date. The
expereince gained will be very helpful in getting a better understanding
of the common needs that cross disciplines, as well as serving the
unique needs of each discipline. Among the disciplines that have
expressed an interest in participating in the project are chemical
engineering, law, medical education, statistics, political science,
economics, social science, and psychology.

SIMULATION PROJECT
The prototype network will be reladvely limited in scope and isaimed

at providing short-term benefits. Although the experience gained will
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be very useful in understanding fundamental network behavior, this is
by no means its primary purpose. To fill this gap. EDI/COM is engaged in
a longer-term project to simulate an interuniversity computing
network. The objective is to gain insight into buyer and seller behavior
in a network environment. Spec:al attention is being given to such
issues as pricing end budgeting procedures, the dynamics of network
traffic flow, balance of payment problems, reporting on network usage.
user attitude about network services, and the response of

adrninistators to network alternatives.
The first year of the project has been funded by the National Science

Foundation, and further funding is expected for two additional years. In
the first phase, which will be complete early in 1976, a rough model of a
network will be developed_ The model deals in relatively aggregate
types of services, and has a time increment of one week (although this
could be changed easily if a finer or coarser increment turns out to be
appropriate); in particular, the model does not consider individual jobs
as they flow through the network. Typical services considered within
the model are small student Fortran programs, batch processed
statistical programs, and interactive editing. The model will produce a
complete weekly traffic analysis (or at a specified longer time interval if
weekly details are not needed). Included in the reports will be such
information as dollar expenditures broken down by buyer and seller,
average response times at each host computer, and special analyses
showing trends and any -exceptions" that occurred (such as a center's
loss of revenue because of excessive response time).

The simulation program is being written in fortran, with the intent to
make it as transportable as possible. Concepts of structured
programming are being followed so that the model can be extended and
modified during the course of its development. This flexibility will also
permit individual institutions to adapt the model to their special needs.

The second phase of the project will be devoted to tailoring the model

to each of 16 institutions that are participating in the study. The
following instituti2ns are included:

Bryn Mawr College
Carnegie-Mellon University
University of Chicago
Dartmouth College
University of Georgia
Harvard University
University of Iowa
Lehigh University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc.

Ohio State University
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University of Pennsylvania
Stanford Research Institute
Stanforu University
Texas Tech University_
University of Texas

Tailoring the model to an institution requires collecting data about the
institution and then fitting a set of the model's parameters to the data.
In some cases the model will have to be modified to accommodate
unforeseen needs. Included in the data being collected are the
hardware and software available at the institution, the institution's
policies regarding external sales and purchases, and the types of
services that might be purchased over a network.

In the third and final phase, the model will be used in a gaming mode.
Each institution will be represented by a senior administrator with
general policy-rnaking responsibilities, as well as the head of campus
computing. The participants will make various policy decisions as the
model moves through simulated time and can change any of their
policies as simulated results are presented to them. The purpose of this
gaming phase is to gain an understanding of how policy decisions are
likely to be made in a network environment.

Based on experience gained from the prototype network and the
knowledge acquired from the simulation study, the Planning Council
will prepare detailed recommendations regarding the implementation
of a national facilitating network. These two parallel efforts have
already begun to complement one another. Benchmark studies
conducted as part of the simulation project have been useful in
developing plans for the prototype network; similarly, results from the
prototype network will be incorporated into the simulation model.

Conclusions
It is difficult at this stage to predict the exact characteristics of a

national facilitating network. Each advance in co:iputer or
communications technology may call for changes in the network. With
so little network experience within higher education, the attitudes and
needs of buyers and sellers are bound to change as the network
matures. The important thing is to keep the design adaptive so that the
network can evolve in the most useful way.

Despite the uncertainty surrounding the network, it is nevertheless
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possible to make some assertions about its likely characteristics. The
eventual network is expected to be:

Highly decentralized, with decisions regarding supply,
purchases, and pricing made largely by autonomous institutions.

Functionally distributed, with each supplier tending to specialize
in a relatively few areas that exploit its comparative advantages.

Operated through a centralized facilitating organization that
performs those functions inherently requiring coordination
across multiple buyers and sellers.

Part of a hierarchical system consisting of local, regional, and
national computing services.

Focused on offering relatively specialized resources, rather than
the more standard services that can be more economically pro-
vided by local or regional centers.

The availability of a national network will offer new opportunities to
educational institutions. An individual institution might respond in a
number of alternative ways. Some will choose to remain apart from the
network, attempting to offer a fairly complete range of services for their
local users. Others may choose to become almost completely
dependent on the network, and not maintain any local computing
capacity except for terminals of modest -intelligence-. Still others will
follow a hybrid strategy, meeting most of their local demands with local
computers, but buying specialized services that they do not maintain
themselves and selling services in which they specialize.

0 The two most likely strategies appear to be either total dependence or
the hybrid approach. Small institutions, in particular. may prefer to rid
themselves altogether of the responsibility of operating a computer
center; the availability of a network makes this a feasible alternative.
Most colleges and universities will undoubtedly find it cost-effective to
meet standard demands with their own computer center or a
multiplicity of minicomputers, but the ability to obtain specialized
resources from a network will relieve these institutions of many of the
headaches and costs associated with a full service center. They will
find it attractive to sell their own specialized services both from the
standpoint of making a professional contribution and as a way of raising
revenue to solve their balance of payments problerns

Probably the least defensible strategy for an institution is to ignore
the network altogether. The benefits of at least limited sharing will be
great enough, and the incremental cost will be low enough, that no
institution should attempt to remain self-sufficient in the traditional
manner.
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CHAPTER 4
by David E. Winkel

Planning for
New Technology in
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Predicting the course technology will follow in the computer field is
hazardous at best. This task can be approached by looking at three
areas:

O Presently available front edge computer systems

Presently available front edge computer components (integrated
crcuits, etc.)

New technologies currently in advanced laboratory research and
development

The Impact of Available Computer Systems
A surprising range of advanced systems are now available which will

take some time to be absorbed into the university computer milieu. The
time scale for absorption wit) vary from campus to campus but is on the
order of 1 -2 years. The computers mentioned below are not necessarily
the most advanced in each category. Chosen simply because the author
is familiar with them, they illustrate some advanced technologies.

Microdata REALITY. This system has been optimized for file handling
by incorporating much of the operating system primitive software in
firmware. The system is a time-shared virtual memory machine with a
virtual address space available to each user of 6.4 x 109 bytes. The
system will support 32 simultaneous users. All page faults, terminal
handling, search to delimeters, and so on are microcoded and supplied
8s part of the hardware by the manufacturer.

A software system is supplied which is largely tailored for data
processing applications. Such processes as file updating, information

- 45 ---
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retrieval, report generation, sorting, and so on are almost trivial. The file
language is simple enough to allow end users to do most of their own
report generation thereby relieving the computer center of much
routine programming. All of these things can be achieved if
programmers can be persuaded to give up COBOL and their traditional
way of doing things. The entire system is implemented on an 8 bit
minicomputer.

High Speed 32 Bit Minicomputers. Systems presently available are
the Interdata 8-32, SEL-32, and the MODCOMP IV. Thirty-two bit
systems can be expected in the near future from most minicomputer
manufacturers which will be able to impact university computing
centers because of their raw computing power. The fastest CPU's in the
above group are roughly equal to an IBM 370-158. Memory capacities
and speeds are also equivalent to the 158. Prices are remarkably loW;
one of the above machines with one MB of memory (no peripherals)
sells for $180000 The low price implies that something will be lacking
compared to an IBM 370-158. That something is software.
Nonetheless, a machine with a good FORTRAN compiler only, coupled
with raw speed can supply a good portion of the campus computing
power. The challenge is to integrate it sensibly into the computing
complex.

16 Bit Minicomputels. These syStems have benefited from recent
technology. As a result prices have decreased or performance has
improved. These systems also tend to have better software than the 32
bit_systems because they have been around longer.

Summary. Near term (1-2 year) development of computing will
depend on presently available computer systems. Real opportunities
exist for innovative approaches based on these systems which can
permanently alter the way a campus does its computing.

Administrative data processing is one area that can well be
revolutionized With archaic designs and procedures typical in many
data processing operations, minicomputer based systems may be the
only tool a manager has for breathing new life into a data processing
organization. The standard COBOL world can be transferred to a mini at
considerable cost savings, but the distribution of computer power to the
end user will be the real revolution. If users can generate indiVidual
reports, maintain data bases, etc., they will not bother the computing
center with these tasks. The computing center can then concentrate on
systems design and implementation. At the University of Wyoming this
approach has increased data processing programmer productivity five
fold.

New systems challenge academic computing in more profound ways.
In the past minicomputers have proliferated on campus for a variety of
reasons some valid, sorne not. However, these systems did not pose
a fundamental challenge to campus computing because of their limited
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power. The situation is somewhat analogous to a proliferation of
typewriters. No one worries about it. However, when the item being
duplicated is equivalent to an IBM 370-158, new problems emerge. The
drive to proliferate computers ts a natural part of campus life. Another
characteristic of this drive is lack of understanding of what it takes to
make these new systems operate. It is not just a matter of larger discs,
line printers, card readers, memory, and so on, even though these items
will cosi more than the computer. The problem is that people will want
to use the lull power of their system and this implies a tremendous
programmer investment in local software. If the programmer
requirement is duplicated, the personnel will be difficult to come by in
today's academic climate. If they are not duplicated, the computers will
be under-utilized.

One natural solu ion is to standardize on a given type of

minicomputer for campus compuung. Note the distinction between
mini's for computing and mini's for laboratory automation and other
dedicated applications. Although coercive Standardization has little
chance of success, standardization byenticement is possible. One form
of enticement is for the computing center to provide software support
for only one type of minicomputer. If maintenance of hardware is
centrally supplied from the computing center that is a second form of
enticement. This model presupposes a medium to large computer
center that has outgrown its central computer a nd needs supplemental
computing power. While the central computer should remain to support
the broad range of languages and services provided in the past, routine
computation (FORTRAN, BASIC) could readily run on eux ilia ry
minicomputers. The model for a small university would, of course,
emphasize other features.

Distributed computing on campus is not viable until a stong user-
oriented staff has been assembled. Since a computer is a necessary
nucleus for staff development, such a computer should be selected for
its software support as well as hardware power,

Components
A slightly deeper preview of the future can be obtained by looking at

the most recent components announced. Evaluating such components
one can fairly accurately predict capabilities of systems which will
emerge as the components are designed into new products.

Disc Drives, Since larger or faster discs enhance performance but
cause no fundamental architectural changes predictions are relatively
straight-forward. At least three manufacturers are making high
performance discs using 3330 technology. Such discs cost
approximately $6500 for 80 megabytes of storage. For 1976 extended
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perfc'rmancu drives storing 380 megabytes are projected to cost
$13,000.
, Memory. Integrated circuit memories are rapidly displacing core. In
present integrated circuits which contain 1K and 4K hits, access times
range from 80 nanoseconds to 1000 nanoseconds. Costs of integrated
circuit memories range from $2 to $16 in small qua ntines, In early 1976
16K memories are slated for introduction with speeds projected to be
200-300 nanoseconds and costs less than $10 per integrated circuit.

To put this in perspective, a one megabyte mernory would require 512
integrated circuits at a total parts cost of $5120. Power supplies,
printed circuit boards and packaging will cost another $6000 to
manufacture. Use any factor you wish to obtain selling price and it will
still be very cheap.

CPU 'Bit Slices'. These components make the construction of
modern CPU's almost trivial in comparison with older technologies. The
fundamental idea is to construct a universal CPU building block which
can be paralleled to form an arbitrary CPU. Using bit slices of either 2 or
4 bits, 4 slices would be used to form a 16 bit CPU. Expansion to a 32 bit
CPU would require 8 slices.

Components like those described above simply allow the designer to
provide mere of the Same computing capabilities for less cost. No
fundamental architectural innovations result from their application.
However, a final compr.nent, microcomputers, will change the way we
design and build everything from cars to computerS.

Microcomputers. These components are simply cheap small
computer Systems. The word micro implies only low cost and small size.
In all other respects microcomputers are normal computers and are
used and programmed as such. Although the field is so broad and
changing so rapidly it deserves a separate paper, some Special
implications can be seen in a university.

Process control has been a traditional justification for campus
minicomputers. Many of these applications can be handled by
microcomputers at far lower costs.

Dedicated computers for computer science departments (minis)
have been used to give students experience in operating systems,
interrupt handling and input/output programming. Some of the
newer microcomputers provide ideal hosts for such activities at a
very low cost.

Microcomputer terminals will provide the least expensive
internal control logic, character generation, and screen refresh.
Once there, the microcomputer can also do local editing and com-
putation.
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Advanced Laboratory Techniques
Although this area is difficult to probe because companies are

secretive about their most promising projects, references do give some
inkling about the state of the art. A rule of thumb is that parts like

memory will double in size and halve in cost every two years. The years
ahead promise to be exciting.
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CHAPTER 5
by CAROL M. NEWTON

Policy and Management Issues
In Distributed Computing
On Campus

Paradise"
Academic computing wa s accelerated into being by commercial and

governmental subsidies that enabled us to recognize the computer's
truly important and potentially perveSive role in the continuing
advancement of academic pursuits. On most campuses, a central
Computing facility was organized to undertake the responsibility to
provide computing supports to its academic community. Although
roinicomputers were acquired by some individuals for laboratory
research, campus computing was primarily delivered by a relatively
lenge central computer, and users services and classroom instruction
tended to orient to it. Growing soph istica tion in academic computing
generally was associated with growing sophistication of the central
computers and their associated systems and applied software_

It soon was apparent that outstanding computing supportsin various
specialties differed from one computer model to another, and from
campus to campus for similar models. Academic computing obviously
Wo uld be greatly enriched if each i nd ividual could be provided access to

a variety of excellent computing resources Hopes for such a
networking capability grew as the ARPA network achieved technic,il
success and as more modest regional consortia (2, 3) pioneered
resource sharing. Meanwhile, in certain specialties such as hospital
computing, distributed computing involving minicomputers was
iec ommended (4) just prior to the recent minicomputer revolution, and
the adva ntages of allying such local rninicomputing with access to large
specialized centers were discussed (1). Now, recent technological
breakthroughsa re dropping the prices of rnin icomputers and escalating
their capabilities at an amazing rate.

'W ith apologies to Milton
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Although software and customer servicesare not keeping pace in the
latter developments, and although more work remains to bring the
EDUCOM network into being, it is safe to assume that advances in
computer technology now beckon us toward a new era in distributed
academic computing, Transition into this era reouires an examination
of academic computing strategies, and hence of policies that already
have at times perturbed tra ditiona I precepts of academic governance. In
some ways, the new technology offers alternatives that might restore
important aspects of decentralized governance, of f reedornof individaul
choice But in other ways, its richest promises may be realized and
financial feasibility assured only if universities enter into binding
agreements with one another

Finally, another especially attractive aspect of distributed computing
is emerging as virtues of wholesale "retail systems are being debated.
Consultation in scientific computing and the development of high--
quality applied software f or education and research are being
mcreasingly recognized as important elements of academic computing
tc. their own right, and as being n many cases adminislratively
separable from the centers providing hardware and basic systems
support. Ideally. consultants expert in scientific computing for a given
discipline might reside in departments, together with programmers
serving them; general consultants and specialists in _systems and
communications might reside at the campus computing center; and
leading experts might be available for occasional high-level consulting
bY way of the nen.vorks.

Clearly, if all of these obtectives in distributed computing can be
effectively implemented, if the required transition can be achieved with
considerate attention to the needs and aspirations of all parties
involved, there will indeed by a renaissance in acadenuccomputing, Its
likel nipactson hoth educa tiona I a nd resea rch progra rns a re exciting
to contemplate

Paradise Lost
Unfortunately, our dech rung economy discourages the pruning that

wouldgreatly help entry into this new era of academic computing, and It
has set into motion forces that may very well oppose it.
BACKGROUND

As a declining economy and anb-trust badge .ng substantially
reduced Or eliminated subsidies upon which ca mpus computing
centers had come torely, their efforts to protect other sources of income
understandably tightened Caught in other financial binds as well,
many universities faded to adequately cover these losses plus
increased expenditures required by the rapid growth of computing in
academic pursuits Recognition of the importance of extra murally
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funded researchers as sources for support for the campus computing
center grew. In many cases, this posed no problem, However, in some
cases it was clear to the investigator that his research mission wouldbe
best served if a portion of the computing for it were rendered by his own

minicomputer or the purchase of services from an especially
appropriate facility other than the campus computing center.
Nationally-based peer.review groups, whose expertise would toe
diffic ult to fault, reviewed the requests for extramural f unding that

would have provided these alternatives.
On many campuses, review boards were formed to monitor

diversions of computing revenues from the campus computing center.
They tended to place upon extramurally funded researchers, who
wished to acquire tneir own computing equipment or to purchase

elsewhere services they believed to be more cost-effective or
appropriate to their specialty, the burden of proof that they could not in
fact use and therefore help finance the campus center, One realizes,
especially in advanced research, that there can be a tremendous
difference berweer. struggling to make use of a marginally appropro le
system and progressing rapidly in one's work by accessing mare
adequate specialty computing supports. Campus review boards have
differed on where to draw the line in such decisions. Some have
engendered a legacy of resentment because decisions appear to be

based on administrative rather than the traditional academic priorities.
Others, upon ascertaining that the applicant's plans were well thoug ht

out, have permitted a more pluralistic system to evolve for campus
computing. The latter campuses seem to be in a better position to
advance in distributed computing with less disruption of the campus
center- They already have learned how to cope with such shifts, and an
atmosphere of mutual trust pe mitts constructive negotiations thata me
unhampered by compulsions on both sides to over-hedge one's bets,

THE PRESSURES OF OUR MIME
Financial support for research has fallen f urther at a time when many

investigators have become convinced that the continuing advancement
of their research depends on a ssurance of at least some minimum level
of computer support For the f irst time in their careers, many excellent
investigators are experiencing substantial cuts in funding and, all too
frequently, loss of funding. Because this often is not a question of
research quality but, rather, of unpredictable shifting of priorities for
funding certain areas of research in a drastically curtailed economy, the
investigator understandably reacts with an unprecedented sense of
insecurity. What is no longer highly and objectively dependent upon
scientific quality is no longer under his or her control. Concurrently, the
investigator encounters higher prices for computing seNices at the
campus center, or endures limited or low-priority ace-ass for now
unsupported research. He or she mentally extrapolates this rapid
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downvva rd slope for compute r a vailability and dec ides t ha urvival as a
researcher may very well depend on acquiring an individual computer,
no matter how high the costs in other but dollars These costs can be
very high. When this is pointed out by a review comrmttee vvhose
mot Ives are suspect, rightly or wrongly, a deaf ear and deepened drive
toward -freedom- are likely responses. The more a utocratic the
system, the greater the reinforcement of the investigator's _sense of
powerlessness and hence the more intensif led his or her drive for
-survival".

The spiral of distrust and contention builds as more cases a re added.
All parties impelling it onwa rd see themselves as pillars of the
university, as standing for principles eSsential to its well-being, And
this is true. When investigators assert the ir rights, with funds they have
obtained, to acquire equipment they deem to be essential to their
research or educational mission, t heycan see the mselvesasdefending
a cherished precept of academic freedom, as well as the mission for
which their funds have been provided When computer center directors
accept a responsibility to guarantee basic computer supports to all
members of the academic community, andbelieve that their capacity to
do so is threatened by decentralization of t inancial support for
computing: they can see themselves as defenders of the welfare of the

ajority. And so it goes,
Perhaps this picture is a bit extreme, Bute lerne nts of it can be sensed

on various campuses a nd in various individuals. As federal budgets
tighten a nd prices of minicomputers fall, the drive toward such a spiral
is likely to become more manifest. The pola rizations thus engendered
could become a major obstacle to overall advancement of
computing capabilities. Bids to upgrade thecenter's computer are likely
to be resisted by those fearing that further indebtedness for central
hardware would elevate the barriers to legitimate bids for
decentralization. Deprived of the interactive capabilities offered by
more recently designed computers, the center is hard put to defend
against claims of individuals who assert that their vvork requires
interaction and hence acquisition of a minicomputer. In short, these
human factors can have rea I and important consequences. In these
days, three types of hurdle must be surmounted for us to realize our
hopes for academic computing: technical; economical; and human. Of
these, the latter, irnpelled by the second, rnay prove to be by far the most
difficult to overcome.
EXAMINATION OF SOME ISSUES

_Some rather divisive issues have arisen- in the evolution of local
policies for academic computing, Their f rank discussion and thoughtful
resolution is essential to attainment of the environment of mutual trust
and constructive outlook required to adva nce academic computing.

The several examples that follow are encountered rather frequently,
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Those seeking to legitimize campus controls on how all dollars should
be spent for computing must contend with the fact that some are
supplied by extramural sources for well-defined missions. They
therefore seek justification for policies that are independent of funding

sources. Investigators resisting controls challenge that it is

inappropriate to demand reviews for the acquisition of minicomputers

that cost less than uncontrolled equipment such as electron

microscopes.
Relevance of Source of Funding 10 Choice of Computing Supports,

Many of the arguments advanced to decouple the choice of computing
supports from sources of funding sound plausible when initially heard:
Typical examples are: (1) It's the people who ultimatelya re paying forall

of this anyhow, whether federal or state budgets are involved. We are
doing what is best for them, and distinctions on the basis of sources of
funding shouldn't be allowed to obstoct that. (2) All funds accruing to
this university are awarded to its (Board of Regents, Trustees, etc.)
regardless of source, not to the individual faculty member. Therefore,
policies for spending them should not have to recognizedifferences in

sources of f unding.
All such arguments must be held up to the light of proper

accountability. As citizens in a pluralistic society, we direct our
mandates to various branches of government and private agencies,We
ask our state and private universities to educate our young people; we
ask certain of our federal institutes and private foundations to support
research for the eradication of cancer, solutions to theenergyproblem,
etc. Each such program is individually accountable to the citizens
supporting it for optimal use of funds for its defined mission. Our society
has been deliberately founded on the principle that nn one group shall
presume to "know what is best- for the people.

It therefore is improper to hold that the fact that one is extramurally
funded should be ignored when an investigator seeks to acquire a
computer or computing services that best serve the mission for which
they are being purchased. Assuredly the university can and should
reject any projects it believes to be harmful to its own mission, But to
routinely label as such all projects that decline to assent to its
determination of how their computing funds shall be spent would be

both artificial and potentially seriously damaging to the university's
academic standing.

Whose Rights Come First? Traditionally, universities have stood firm

to protect the rights of individual scholars tochoose how to pursue their
work, especially when they need not draw upon common university
resources in order to do so. One must question the legitimacy of
equating an indiyidual's failure to subsidize a campus computingcenter
with censurable harming of one's academic community. If this
equiva lence is granted, there seems to be little reason not to extend it to
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other academic pursuits. The consequences of doing so are disquieting
to contemplate. Not only does it seem proper to restore traditional
priorities that respect the individual, where such have been wa rped, but
such may now be necesssary for restoration of a climate of accord
essential to the entire campus' computing welfare,

Why Should Minicomputers Se Subjected to Controls Other Than
Those Regulating the Purchase of Equipment ol Equivalent or Greater

Cost, Such as Ultracentrifuges and Electron Microscopes? This
question often is raised by those resisting imposition of university
controls on computing. Superficially it makes sense, especially if the
controls are directed to discouraging alternatives to use of the campus
computing center_ However, setting aside the question of whether
t here also should he better protection of prospective buyers of other
equipment, one notes that the complexities and often very poorly
understood cost centers in scientific computing place it 11 a class by
itself. The functions of ultracentrifuges and electron mierscopes are
few and relatively well understood. The minicomputer is functionally
protean, and a number of ds prospective purchasers, though
knowledgeable in their own fields, do not appreciate the many
considerations tha I should enter deliberations on choice of a system,
The prospective purchaser may be oversold by manutacturers'
representatives, in-house programmers envisioning the challenge of
developing software on a machine of their own, junior faculty unaware
of the extent and possible consequences of their own inexperience and
eager to introduce computing into their department, or enthusiastic
associates elsewhere whose successful use of a given computer for
something rather similar might not in fact be readily transferable to the
task at hand. Most often these importunings are well intentioned, but
the results of an unwise choice can be disastrous regardless of
intentions.

Results are wha t should concern us. If an ultacentrifuge won t work,
it can be promptly repaired or replaced and the investigator wastes little
time in the process. It is otherwise with computers. Instances of
Sof tware problems are leoion, and their resolution may drain even an
experienced investigator's resources, energies, and patience. Results

this drain might very well f all-but nearby in the academic community.
Although it may be deemed paternalistic by some, a requirement for
prospective purchasers of computing equipment to plan thoughtfully
and knowledgeably for its acquisition would seem to be in the best
interests of all If the reviews and consulting required for this are
car ried out expeditiously and in an atmosphere of trust, there is little
basis tor valid objection. An essential emphasis must be attention to the
purchaser's and project's own welfare. Hidden agendas that place first
a concern about supporting campus computing are improper,
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counterproductive, and, at hest, unhkely to substantially alleviate the
campus computer center's financial woes_
THE REALITIES

Minicomputers are going to play an even greater and more pervasive
role on academoc computing than at present, It is only a matter of time.
Falling prices will make a impossible to maintain restroctove polices. The
outcome iscertain. Many will be acquired by individuals with extamural
support, a nd some of their computations may duplocate what might be
provided by the central ca mous computer. If tne campus is viewed as an
isolated, zero-sum entity with respect to financial support for
computing, consequent diminution of extra mural revenues for the
central computer is inevitable and the overall results could be serious.
Attempts to repress thos trend will at best only buya little time, and their
potential for triggering or intesifying a spiral of mistrust os great, The
latter could he very harmful to all aspects of ca rnpus computing. Finally,
with the princople of responsible free choice arao established policy for
minicomputers, it is difficult to Justify denying researchers and
students access to extramural services that a re especially appropriate
f or their work. With consequent further diminution of support, viability
of the campus computer center, as presentlyconstotuted, maybe called
into question.

With this, the issue of who then guarantees continuity and quality of
basic computer supports for all members of the academic community is
also called into question, since some fields are only beginning to realize
the benefits of computers in their onstruction and research, we cannot
remand this responsibility to departmental or school levels. There can
be no doubt that a campus computing center must be maintained.- The
only questions are, "How?", and, "In what form?".

Paradise Regained

STEPS ON THE WAY BACK
First, we must recognize and accept the realities. Academic

computing inevitably will become distributed within and between
campuses. The sooner we face this, the smoother and more generally
constructive will be our tra nsition toward the f uture.

Second, we each must recognize the essential strengths of all of our
positions, and the importance of all to the academic community.
Extramurally supported research tremendously enriches our academic
programs. It brings to campus intellectually challenging problems
together with the re_sources to pursue them, and contnbutes through
overhead to other research and educanona I programs on the university,
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No rational research-oriented university will continue to promote
policies that compromise an investigator's ability to obtain the kind of
computing one needs to maintain the productivity required to bid for
continuing extramural support. Indeed, in these difficult times, the
university should play an even more active role in strengthening the
investigator's competitive advantage. On the other hand, the need for a
campus computing center as guarantor of the continuity and quality of
basic computing supports for all members of the academic community
is altogether beyond debate, It is doubtful that campuses ever could
have gotten along without one, but with the complexities of distributed
computing upon us, it is certain that we should now have to invent
expert campus computing centers did they nut eAist.

Finally, with knowledge of the future and an awareness of our
strengths, let us begin right now on each campus to chart a thoughtful
course that will bring to both its educational and research programs a
rich variety of cost-effective computing resources to further their
excellence. We can and must work together in the traditional spirit of
collegiality that respects individuals and makes universities great,
Erosion of collegiality by coercion is a hallmark of failure.

THE CAMPUS COMPUTING CENTER
Maintenance of a substantial hardware capability at th campu5

computing center in the face of inevitable trends to decentralize impt;es
either substantially increased university support or escape (roma zern-
sum funding, game. While advocating that universities themselves
more adequately fund academic computing, one must suspect that in
these tight financial times, the escape alternative will be preferred by
some. This implies building a market of extramural users by accepting
commercial or research institute contracts, providing standard services
to other reeional campuses lacking a major computer, or joining a

national network, To become attractive on a national level, the
development of outstanding capabilities in one or more areas should be

considered; i.e. in addition to providing good basic services, the campus
center might become a specialized facility. A combination of general
regional services and specialized national services very likely will be the

best solution for larger centers. The implications for overall upgrading
of academic computing in this country are obvious,

But development and maintenance of a truly outstandiag campus
computing center need not be equated to maintenance et a substantial
hardware capability. Instead, such a center may choose to develop high

general expertise in modern scientific conic:ma-1g; in networking,
minicornputing, sophisticated interfacing of computers to other
systems, academic software development, expert counseling and
instruction in strategies for scientific computing, etc. An adequate
minicomputer or small standard computer might handle the great
majority of routine local transactions. Being knowledgeable of
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computing throughout the country, advisors at the center could d irect
students and faculty to the most appropriate extramural services when
capabilities beyond those obtainable locally are required.

Either approach would seem to bring us closer to what academic
computing is all about, excellence in scientific computing that reaches
above and beyond stewardship for a large machine Many sof our
campus centers now exhibit this excellence anci should be able to make
the transition with little difficulty.
DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING ON CAMPUS

Distributed computing on campus probably should include both
minicomputers and local departmental consultants and programmers.
A prospective purchaser of computing equipment should be helped and
required to plan knowledgeably with the assistance of University-
supported staff and faculty. Other alternatives should also be carefully
described and possibly recommended to the purchaser. However, if
users provide evidence of having considered these suggestions
competently and if those financially supporting the acquisition agree,
they should be permitted to stay with their choice.

It would seem to be in their hest longterm interest for most campus
computing centers to assume an active, constructive role in developing
high-quality supports to distributed computing en campus, and perhaps
for extramural users as well. The development or maintenance of
cross-assemblers for more commonly available minicomputers,
provision of rechargeable expert custom programming and interfacing
services, maintenance of a pool of minicomputers for rental, the
development of systems for communicating some minicomputers with
the central campus computer as intelligent terminals, might be
suggested Consider the latter. After the novelty of reinventing
statistical and other established software has worn off, new
minicomputer users may mere fuliy appreciate the great wealth of
expertly developed, long-tested software available on larger machines.
If they then can use their minicomputer both stand-alone for
appropriate local transactions and as an intelligent terminal that can
tap the campus cnmputer's major applied software, their financial
support and advocacy for the campus center are laely to rise
substantially.
SUPPORTS TO DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING
FROM MULTICAMPUS CONSORTIA

Individual campuses may fall short of the volume of activity required
to achieve important economies of scalem minicomputing, which carne
within reach for consortia of campuses. Economical group purchases of
minicomputers and their associated commercial software are obvious
ventures for a consortium. In fact EDUCOM has arranged fur discounts
with two computer component vendors for all members: The larger the
number of members, the more likely that the required number of

3
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prospective purchasers ca n be attracted for a given transaction without
p;essuring other purchasers who really prefer something else. Spare-

parts depots and highly cost-effective maintenance services for the
more widely used rninicomputrs also should be considered_ Although
founded for more positive goals, a newsletter can bring pressure on
manufacturers and software houses by making known commonly

encountered problems.
One of the most valuable products of sharing and collaboration

within a consortium is likely to be software. Inadequacies in some
applied and systems software in minicomputers constitute one of tne
major reasons for preferring large computers for certain applications.
However, much of the latter's software coostitutes a major investment,

involving teams of experts, substantial documentation, continuing
maintenance, and numerous corrections and refinements accruing
over a large number of years. There is no way for this quality to be
duplicated instantly for minicomputers. However, if universities believe
that minicomputing is important to their f uture, now is the tirne to begin
deliberate well=planned collaborative programs to place minicomputer

software on a sound basis. The desultory offerings of informal users'
groups vvill not suffice Thor, rruSt be a solid, longterm commitment for
both development and contmuing maintenance. While one university
might undertake such a commitment in a limited area, perhaps as part

of its role as a specialized center, the need for group action is clear.
Finally, local conscrtia enable sharing of equipment that is required

only occasionally and hence unlikely to be well represented on all
campuses. Consider especially the equipment that Is required to
translate data from one machine-readable form to another. A
specialized minicomputer may perform only one part of a larger job. Its

output may not be readable by the next processor to be used.
Considering the possible combinations in such incompatibilities, it

would not be surprising to find that all of the data-conversion
equipment desired on a given campus might not be found on that
campus. Again, the loca! consortium's potentially broader equipment

base is one answer.
THE ROLE OF STANDARDIZATION

An obviousdilernma arises from the foregoing considerations_ One of

the most attractive advantages of minicomputers is their ability to
introduce at relatively low cost a rich diversity of local computing
supports that are specialized to different areas of application.

Unfortunately, these specialized software systems associate with
different minicomputers and often are not readily transferable to
others, In addition, very promising new minicomputers are being
offered by less well entrenched companies. We can expect a broad
industrial frontier of innovations in the coming years. All of this
militates against restricting academic minicomputer acquisitions to a

few models of manufacturers.
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On the other hand, t is clear that many of the advantages at can be
realized from central ca mpus support and ollahoration in consortia
require focusing attention on a few computers Group buying and
shared support of software are obvious examples reau:r. no volume to
be cost-effective, but the development of interfao devices and
protocols for accessing networks might prove to be even more
important Clearly, a pluralistic system is best one that offers
substantial advantages to those acquiring standa rd systems while
permitting freedom of choice to those whose academic missionswould
be better served by other systems

One would anticipate little contention where the better established
standardized systems are concerned The advantages already achieved
by collaboration should be quite visible for such, and wide preference
for them would be expected to create a comfortably adequate user
community without active recruitment It maybe otherwise for systems
on the borderline, whose proponents have much to gain by pressuring
others to join them A spirit of collegiality that favors the great majorizy
of users, adherents to popular standard or to non-standard systems, is
essential to a healthy academic computing environment, and hence
computing pohcies should be designed to discourage undue pressures
to standardize, while making available the undeniable advantages of
some standardization Again, the need to coerce Is evidence for failure.

Yet another dllernma The larger the collaborative bas=le, the larger the

number of standard systems that can be cost-effectively, comfortably
accommodated, and hence the wider the choice for individuals Large
consortia are one answer. However, responsiveness to the particular
needs of users on one -campus ts likely to be lessened if decisions
concerning priorities for collaborative efforts must be made on the basis

of what is best for a larger group of campuses Pluralism should apply

here, too A campus should partition its investments between local and
consortial activities: One further notes that specialized extramural
software collaboration often has been, and is likely to be, by professions
rather than campuses The minicomputers or microprocessors chosen
for extramural collaboration may not be the same as those preferred by

a majority of campus users, All the more reason tor a pluralistic
approach and respect for what serves the individual best

University of California Advisory Panel
on Minicomputer Policies

BACKGROUND AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
An Office of the Executive Director of Computing has been created for

the University of California system Since tile Director reports directly to
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the President of the University. the University apparently appreciates
the important, pervasive role of computing throughout its various
branches. Since being appointed to that office, Melvin Peisakoff has
initiated a number of committees to investigate various aspects of the
University's computing needs. For instance, a task force on com-
munications has investigated both microwave and common carrier
communications for linking computers among the nine campuses. The
panel on minicomputing has based its policy recommendations on
intensive deliberations on academic needs. Since campuses have, to
different extents, permitted or welcomed minicomputers and other
aspects of decentralized computing, the panel does not foresee serious
difficulties in advancing into a new era of distributed academic com-
puting. Indeed, that is what much current planning is all about.

It would be difficult and perhaps not worthwhile to summarize all of
the panel's deliberations. Some of the more important general observa-
tions were

In minicompuo g software tends to be a greater concern than
hardware. For instance, it might at times be a very false economy to
require two nearby people to share purchase of a single minicomputer
their disparate software needs are adequately met only by two quite dif-
ferent machines,

Although one would like to, it may be difficult to obtain purcha4e con-
tracts for minicomputers and their associated software that enable
acceptance to be contingent upon demonstrated system performance
given specifications. The minicomputer market is oaite different from
the established fame computer market. Low prices reflect to a large
extent more modest services, guarantees, and general hand- holdmg
This- is an important reason f or recommending that minicomputer
ourchaSeS be aided by knowledgeable advisory panels.

Minicortiputing should be vie wed as part ota total capability for distri-
buted complaing Both on-ine and off-line intercommunication among
computers should be enabled. Software optimal for several pOrtions of
one job may reSide on ckffc-2/rn't machines: large computer backup for
the mini is only one example of this need.

All of these considerations point to the advantages realizable in
consortia: The Untversity of -California system is an excellent testing
ground for wht may be accomplished by consortia for minicompetinti.
and the panel on minicomputing recommends that it actively and
creatively explore what can be achieved in this dimension.

AN OPINION PURVEY
Two opinion surveys concerning mimeo outer policies were con-

ducted by panel members. In the briefer survey questionnaires were
sent to department chairmen and directors of major research units. In a
few cases, faculty designated to 1 espond for them, or deans, replied. A

0
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preliminary analysis of so goncral questions indicates The following
results'

Q. Do you befieve tha t permission to acquire a minicomputer should
be by the traditional procedures for other equipment of comparable
cost?

A- 78 yes
18 no
3 very qualified

Along with "yes- were some comments that computers should not be
treated differently from mass spectrometers, etc., but others perceived
that some different considerations might be appropriate in reviews of
their purchases. The primary consensus was that channels of govern-
ance should be the same. Along with "no" were comments that mini-
computers were less well known or well defined to some than were
ultracentrifuges, etc., and toot decisions concerning minicomputers
are likely to have greater educational impact_

a Who houId review minicomputer purchases, if ii is decided todo
co?

A: 62 traditional local channels
11 local, with university technical support

6 university-wide
18 strong anti-review sentiment
6 want only some technical advice

a To aid university planning liar cost-effective computer supports,
do you object to some regular reporting on minicomputer use?

A. 72 acceptable
30 object

Of those to whom some regular reporting on m!nicorflputet
would be "acceptable", 25 urged that reports not be too frequent or too
long. This generally favorable attitude suggests the earnestness of the
respondents They are willing to invest the effort required to make a
good system work.

Or What are your reactions to required technical review that
addresses questions of importance to purchaser, that are answer ble
by any reasonably knowledgeable buyer.

A: 41 0:K., with sorne qualifications
15 0,K., with firm asSurances that it is purely advisory
34 negative (18 emphatic)
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a Should applicant be required to accept a recommended

alternative?

A 15 yes
51 no
5 depends on funds

a Whose considerations Should come first? With this question a
ranking was requested among the first four items, and the top two
choices were scored when more than one check was made.

A. 29 purchaser. faculty
3 department

mpus
university

37 depends on source of f
5 depends on use.

1 1 depends on circurnszar c

o Should applicant be free to choose, so lung as all people funding
the acquisition are satisfied and he na,-, considered the proposed

alternatives>

A 73 yes
4 qualified
5 no

Should all minicomputers acquired for educational purposes
administered by the campus computing center?

A. 19 agreeable
55 against (15 vehement)
7 favor pluralistic systems

Although only Seven respondents volunteered that they would
recommend a system where some were administered by the center and

some were not, it is likely that more people Would have been agreeable

to this had it t 'en an explicit alternative in the question. Some voting
'against" noted that one of the purposeS of minicomputers is to
decentralize computing.

Before drawing conclusions from the foregoing response, one must
be mindful that it is only a casual survey, with Obvious liabilities to bias
with respect to nonrespondents. Also, it was sent to academic adminis-
trators at the department-chairman level, not to individual faculty and
students. (The larger, two-pass questionnaire seeks to reach these
people as well.) However, certain of the findings are so clear that, at
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least for this category of respondent, it seems unlikely tha t a morn
wYstematic survey will reverse them.

What might one anticipate about this group of respondents? They
p robably orient toacadernic interests whi le appreciating admi nistrative
necessities required for the welfare of the department or university.
The preference for adherence to traditional channels of academic
g overnance is not surprising. Any controls might be resisted more
uncompromisingly by the faculty whom they wou id most directly affect.
Evidence,corroborating a sense of administrative responsibility is found
inn the willingness to report on computer usage, together with the
a wareness that this could entail an administrative burden (1.0 the

requests to keep reporting simple).
In view of this, quite strong sentiments that the preferences of

irifor tried purchasers and their sources of f unding must be respected,
cannot be ignored. Ambivalence with respect to a required technical
review probably reflects concern, some of it openly expressed, that
s.uch might cease to be purely advisory.

As remarked earlier, most University of Calif ornia campuses have
tended to welcome, or at least tolerate, minicomputer acquisitions in
tre past. One therefore might expect phobias against controls, or

pposition to the computer center's administration of educational
rininiCornputers, to be less adamant for the University of Ca lifornia than
ter campuses harboring resentment of more a uthoritarian systems.

It seems rather safe to conclude that any enduring policy, while
requ iring and technically supporting a responsible pre-purchase
review of alternatives, must allow the applicant's choice of a system so
liOng as all people funding its acquisition and mai ntenance are satisfied
and the user provides evidence of having seriously considered all

propiosed alternatives, It also seems desirable to adhere to the
tfaditional channels of academic governance as closely as possible.
Wore detailed policy and program recommendations recently released

!poi the University of California minicomputer pa nel are available from

tte author.
PROPOSED UNIVERsIly-WIDE SUPPORTS TO MINICOIMPUTING

As mentioned earlier, the advantages realizable by a consortium of

47,arn puses can be substantial. While it m igh t be easier for the University
of California system to mobilize the administrative vehicles for

cAsortia I activities, it is unlikely that the activities themselves would
ciiffer markedly from those, which other consortia might adopt.
Llniversity-wide activities to support min icornputing might inciticle:

basic Technical Supports
Bargaining power for group purchases or good service should
respond to expressed needs rather than risking overestimation of
future requests for a system.
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Jointly _ipported custom programming may enabl cheaper
machii
Contracts or grants to faculty to develop innovative systems to
advance research or education.
Selective software maintenance, documentation, a nd

distribution.
Selective contracting for hardware maintenance.
Depot of spare parts, or computerized inventory of what is
available on various campuses, whom to contact.
Investigation and development of regional communications hard-
ware and software systems, to link minicomputers% large corn-
puters and to each other.
Development of thared resources for converting machine-
readable information will allow a diversity of data formats.
Specialized minis may do only part of a job.
Basic professional full-time staff will be necessary to manage
support actootres and to consult with users and prospective
purchasers.

Academic Resoorce Sharing
Shared expert consultants.
Shared instructional resources can be facilitated by mutual
listing of computer courses, permission to enroll, and sharing of
leaching aids.
Workshops, symp sia, demonstrations, road shows".
Users group,
Joint studies and evaluations.
Shared support for representatives to appropriate professional
committees.

e
Announce new shared technical support
Request bids for new onftware.
Announce newly available software,
Advertise for participants in a group purchase or for support for
custom software.
Announce workshops, new courses,
Reports from representatrves to national meetings? committees.
Report manufacturer support deficiencies, frequent ha rd wa re or
software problems.

This is all very prorniSing, but how do we pay for it? How do we set
priorities? How do we attract and compensate substantial investments
of time by top academic ta le nt ? How do we ensure longterm commit-
ments, that justify major investments in communications? 1-10yy do we
achieve a healthy balance of resource allocation between indivL2jally
owned minis and shared large computers? How do we accomplish all of
this with minimal invasion of the informed individual's freedom to
choose?
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Starting with simple programs requiring little capitalization, we can
gradually work toward more ambitious goals, learning as we go

ConClusion
Distributed computing within and between campuses is virtually

certain as we move toward a new, exciting era in academic computing.
Concomitant with this, decentralized funding is likely to erode support

for la rge campus computing centers, if each campus is regarded a s an

isolated, zero-sum funding entity, and if the centers adhere to their
traditional forms. However, the very situation that poses this problem

also points a way to its solution. With the complexities of distributed
computing upon us, the need to support an expert campus computing

center bnomes even greater than before. Centers that prepare for
active leadership in fulfilling this role are essential to the university's
academic mission arid hence in little danger of being denied financial
Support. Revenues from services will increasingly supplement those
lrorn use of the large computer. Campus centers can exercise and be

esteemed for their expertise in scientific computing, earning respect
well beyond what they might once have been accorded for possessing

a large piece of hardware. Those who wish to retain the latter can
break the bonds of a zero-sum game by developing specialized supports
whose excellence can a ttract users from a nation-wide base, while also
providing high-quality coiouting supports to smaller nearby academic
institutions. Intellioent planning foe such tram:liens with respect for
the rights and needs o'. al: involved, should begin right now.

On the other hand, yvha distributA computing is to be welcorrwicl,

requirements the! ospecizve eaelicomputer purchasers make -.Neil-

infor med che4;es are not Lanreasonable. As the market rapidly
broadens as hardware prices fall, and as fears for continued funding

for r sieir cf,..mputer- dependent research force some to desperate
measures, a nuinber of proposed purchases may be ill-considered,
lkilar;y newly attracted purchasers may be far less well informed about
rninic.emputers than about other equipment of comparable cost that
they might buy. and the impact on them and their work due to struggli ng

with an inadeleate minicomputer system can affect others in the
nearby academic community. However, any review should provide
helpful technical consultation and be oriented to the user's needs. After

requiring a knowledgeable considei-ation of alternatives, a review
committee should permit the purchaser and those supporting the
purchase and system maintenance to make the f 'nal choice.

Finally, multi-campus consortia can contribute tremendously to the
cost-effectiveness and excellence of distributed computing systems_
Beginning with simpre programs requiring little capitalization, theycan
advance carefully toward more ambitious goals.
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CHAPTER 6
by Clinton DeCabrielle

Legisla0ve Perspective On
Distributed Computing
On Campus

Introduction
I have never been a legislator, but I do receive a considerable amount

of direction from the Washington state legislature and have a very
direct interface with them. It is on the basis of this environment that I

address the subject, "A Legislative Perspective on Distributed
Computing on Campus"

First, it is necessary to define "Distributed Computing." At the
Washington State Data Processing Authority we use the definition,
"providing a functional capability to a user at the location or locations
where the user would most usually perform the function.- There are
probably many who feel this is a cop-out devised to establish a broad
generalization which can be applied to einy sitMrein with any solution
that has been preqordained. However, we found many more specific
sets of language to be restrictive and to tend to describe parochial
interests.

While setting a frame of reference, it is only fair to reflect also some
assumptions regarding legislative bodies that you may find completely
unacceptable. Assume that your legislature has a strong desire to
understand your need for computing resources and art equally strong
desire to satisfy those needs within the bounds of an equitable
assignment of fiscal resources. Further, assume that your legislature
has experienced a frustration in dealing with several dozen individual
requests for data processing resources which on the surface appear to
duplicate themselves, to a large extent. As a final assumption, accept
that your legislature does not have the wisdom of Solomon, the
patience of Job, nor the luxury of'infinite financial resources.

To combat this frustration, to overcome the lack of understa nding and
to make some order out of the chaos which they felt, legislatures have
resorted to a number of schemes in dealing with data processing
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resources. Commissions have been established, departments of data
processing have been created and data processing advisory
committees instituted. All this attention to better control from a half of
one per cent to 1.5% of a total state budget. As in many instances, it isn't
the magnitude of dollars, but rather the visibility and glamour of
computers that attracts this attention ..

Computers get attention because the media like to report on
computer activities, and politicians will attach themselves to any focus
that the media develops. Computers have consistently received a great
deal of notoriety. Their cost, their applications, their acquisition and
their mistakes are all newsworthy and at the same time they are
suspect by the general public. All of this adds up to sufficient reason for
the legislature to have a high level of interest in computers. Throw in
the security and privacy issue a nd the big brother image, and you have
created an ideal situation for legislative interest and involvement.

The Legislative Perspective
With this background, let's try to examine the legislative perspective

of computing. There has been a good deal of emphasis in a number of
states on consolidation and it is normal to expect that such a direction or
such an attitude precludes consideration of distrihuted computing.
Although we have had a major thrust toward consolidation, in the State
of Washington, this is not the case.

I sincerely believe that most legislators are interested in providing an
optimum return on the investment of any resource. They are not really
interested in being involved in decisions of what computing resources
are appropriate for a specific f unction, They are getting involved and
they are making those decisions because, in a great many cases, they
j ust do not feel comfortable with the stories they are getting. Seldom
are they presented with a request that deals with a multi-campus or
multi-purpose computer. Ra ther, most requests are for resources to
serve an individual campus, an individual department Or a single user.
Thus, over time a lack of credibility develops between the requesting
schools and the legislature, and the legislators cast about for a way to
develop a set of controls.

Most academic computer users might say, "that doesn't apply to me; I
share my resources and I am willing to cooperate in use of my
computers. I have lots of examples of people who are not on our campus
using my computer." They may be right, but how many have taken a
mature objective approach to any statewide planning of data
processing resources and how many have ever consulted with the
legislature to try to understand their concerns? How many have
voluntarily used someone else's computer or contributed to the
development and implementation of a system on someone else's
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campus. In so many cas. any solution is all right as long as it happens

to someone else. Maybe the legislature has some small grounds for
feeling that more cooperation is possible.

In a great many cases a campus or a user makes a case for a particular
approach based solely on the biased analysis of a local situation. A
desired resource is chosen and then elaborate steps are taken to prove

that this is the most cost effective way to meet the need. In many
instances the needs are not truly representative and the solution to
meet the needs has not bern selected f rom a set of viable alternatives
fiathar a desired solution is compared to one or rnore alternatives which
have been proposed because they present the desired solution in a good

light. Requestors show that they can't afford to use another schools
resources because the communication costs and cost of service on thi,
other schools computer exceed the cost of their own solution. How can
one school be penalized by asking them to pay more than they need to

with the handy dandy solution they desire? It is strange that in over
thirty requests for equipment over the past two years from universities,
colleges, community colleges and state agencies t he Washington State
Data Proc,.: ssing Authority has not seen 3 single set of supporting
documentation trim examined the costs in light of costs to the state or
.cost to the taxpayer. The green dollets required to support the desired
equipment are hiithely compared to the grey dollars represented by the
estimated costs of using an existing state resource The argument is
made that both costs represent real charges against the requesting
schools budget, and this is probably true. However, if as much effort
were directed to solving this bookkeeping problem as justifying a
position, perhaps a more equitable solution for all parties concerned
could be arranged,

Legislative Strategies
To induce cooperation. each legislature seems to attack the problem

a little differently and to be looking for different results, In Washington,
the legislat ure created a Data Processing Authority to establish policy
and standards and to control the acquisition of hardware. A major
thrust of the legislation was the consolidation of hardware and the
development of appropriate common systems,

Some basic principles have been developed as the Washington State
Data Processing Authority has implemented legislative strategies. A
f orst principle is that, wherever practical, computer resources should be

part of a network that provides the user with a variety of means to serve

his or her needs. When implemented according to this principle a
system would provide a user with access to any of the hardware or
software resources in the state. Thus, a user with a terminal primarily
being served by an on-campus mini with BASIC, would also, through
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the mini, have access to other computer resources on another campus
or in Olympia to solve problems that do not lend themselves to BASIC.

Another of our principles is the establishment of centers of expertise
at various campuses. One campus becomes the leader in research and
development of C.A.I. They try the new hardware and software in
support of C.A.I. and become the introduction facility for other schools
to begin to use C.A.I. As other schools develop a high level of demand,
using the center's resources, an on-campus facility is installed !-Ind the
center continues to be used for libraries and development. In this
manner, a time-sharing center of expertise, a simulation center, a text-
editing center, a storage and retrieval center, a vocational training
center and centers in specific disciplines, such as nuclear physics,
business, language, medicine, and so on are established. Some do not
proliferate to other campuses and others spawn multiple campus
facilities. In this manner, the state is providing distributed computing.
Some resources are minibased, while others are special purpose and
still others are larger scale general purpose machines.

The Washington State Network
To make this concept work, there is need for an extensive

telecommunications network. At present, the state has some 300
terminals in a variety of communication links, A plan is now being
completed to develop an integrated network based on a hierarchy of
dedicated circuits, polled circuits, multiplex, concentrators switching
centers and intelligent communication pre-processor front ends. The
legislature seeks to create an environment that will permit the user to
access any computer or any other terminal in the state. The network
will serve terminals on thirty-three campuses as well as terminals in
the K-12 school system, the state and local police, statewide driver
licensing stations, district highway engineers, a statewide library
network, welfare offices, forest protection sites, the state's liquor
stores, employment security offices, and more than a hundred other
users of communication based information systems.

That is one state's approach to distributed computing an
integration of computing and communication resources being
develt,ped with a measure of cooperative planning and intended- to
provide a pick and choose super market of resources for the user. Along
with this manner of providing hardware resources goes hand in hand a
program of common application systems development, a statewide
common payroll/personnel system, a common library network system
providing bibliographic, acquisition, circulation, serials, and locater
functions, a standard accounting system, a common student record
system for the twenty-seven community colleges, a common budget
and budget monitoring system, a common purchasing system, a
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common inventory system, a common business identifier system a nd a
common financial information system for the community colleges.

Common integrated data bases are also a main element in the plan.
Where appropriate, data management systems are used to make the
data available for access and use by a variety of applications. The
residency of these data bases is not important but the common data
element definition and maintenance is significant. Data bases are
under development to provide student records, human resources data,
fiscal data and information on agency and institution missions. In the
on-line library system presently in the pilot test stage, a single
bibliographic data base is betng constructed to serve as a central
reservoir for the author, title, subject and other details needed to
describe a particular work. Thus, there will he only a single record for
any book with holding, acquisition and circulation systems pointing to
the record in the data base.

It would be inappropriate to represent all of these items as
accomplished fact, but for every single item some work has been
completed. In some cases such as the student record system, the
accounting systems, the library system and the payroll/personnel
system, production MOdules are in operation. In other areas, we are
doing the requirements analysis; in still others, we are in the design
phase and in some we are in final stages of programming and testing.

In some cases, there has been a reasonable acceptance of the
progam and there is a sincere cooperative effort underway to produce
the product. In some cases, there has been cautious recognition of the
program and good deal of setting on the sidelines waiting to see what
happens to others. In other areas there has been strong opposition and
considerable attention to protecting Orit§1, turf. Some things are
working well; others are not. But, at leaA at present, we do not have a
wholesale catastrophe or revolution on our hands.

How does the Washington State Legislature feel about all of this? I
may be biased, but I sincerely believe that the Data Processing
Authority and a large segment of the state's data processing
community are developing a high degree of credibility with the
Legislature. Neithw a user nor a provider of computer services can slip
on the statewide network of computing resources as comfortable. All
must build an increasingly solid image of mature, objective planning
and implementation. Further, if an individual, a department, a school or
a group of schools is willing to approach any request for resources in
terms of a cooperative planning and implementation, with a sound
analysis of the costs to the state, then the chances of the legislature
responding in a positive fashion increase with each instance.
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Limits of Revenue
The great majority of governmental units have reached the practical

limits of generating revenue yet are faced with every-increasing
demands for services and support_ In the State of Washington, vote rS in
_local elections turned down over 150 million dollars in local school
levies, and higher education had its budget request trimmed by nearly
50 million dollars,.A state income tax has failed three times in the last
nine years and other proposed tax increases have met similar fates. The
message seems to be pretty clear "the taxpayer even with
iepresentation has had enough." The pie from which you receive I unds
for computing has been frozen in size and you are going to receive a
smaller and smaller percentage of the total. Because many other things
share the same pie and have more people involved, as people costs keep
increasing, less will be left for your computer budget. At the same tirne,
sinCe most of your computing budget is people costs and your cost of
people keeps going up, you need more money. The financial squeeze is
very real. The simple truth is there isn't enough additional revenue
available to support the increased cost of the people presently on the
total state payroll.

How does this all tie into the question of how does the Legislature
look at distributed computing? It ties in very directly. Two years ago, the
Washington State Legislature could support a program that had a four
or five-year payoff_ Today, the Legislature can support only programs
that pay for themselves during the current fiscal period because there
isn't any reservoir of revenue. This is certainly not a popular view of
funding for computing, for education or for any other governmental
service, but it is fact.

Perhaps, we all need to take a look at our priorities and reorder them
in light of today's realities. If, with distributed computing, you can do
your job better with the same dollars, then the legislature will look on
distributed computing favorphly: But perhaps you should really get
involved and play a part in looking at the overall use of fund$ on your
campus, not to see how you can get more, but to becoMe a positive
factor in the determination of how best to apply available resources. If

you can't see yourself in a total campus involvement, how about a
statewide or a regional involvement in computing planning? Nut a study
for studies' sake or a study to delay an action, but rather a real
contribution to as broad a program as you can mount. Ill this
environment, distributed computing wilt find its own place arid you wal
have made a contribution to the solution of a broader problem.



CHAPTER 7
by Thomas E. Kurtz

Management and Policy Issues
In A Regional Network

As networks of all types accumulate experience, it is clear that
fundamental differences are few and that common problems are many.
The NERCornP experience is fundamentally no different from that of
other networks Minor differences arise from these facts:

1. NERComP got started earlier tlitha most.
2. The disparity of equipment is greater than in pre-planned

networks.
3. Historically, there has been less central planning and control.

With respect to the third fact, we recall the motto of New Hampshire
("Live Free or of Dartmouth (-Vox Clarnantis in Deserto"), and of
Harvard ("Every Tub on its Own Bottom-).

NERComP Begins
NERComP is historically one of the oldest regional consortia devoted

to sharing computer resources. Its ancestor began at nat. in 1957 when
a grant from IBM to MIT specified that computer resources on the 704
be made available (free of charge) to New England colleges and
universities. The arrangement lasted ten years, and gave a strong
incentive for the development of computing resources at a number of
New England colleges and universities.

In 1967 this activity, which for ten years provided service only on the
MIT computer, expanded to include computer services from other
institutions. In 1970 NERComP became a not-for-profit corporation
with forty institutions of higher education in New England as its
members (owners).

Until recently, NERComP and its ancestor served as marketing agents
for first MIT alone, and after 1967 up te six or eight other supplier
institutions. The services it provided were obtained from computer
"haves" and delivered to "have-nots." In many cases :he have-nots

-- 75
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were departments, individuals, or projects at institutions which
possessed some computer capability but were not able to provid
exact service needed.

Around 1972 NERComP recognized several problems inherent in its
style of operati First, it marketed time sharing services which could
be duplicated on reiatively inexpensive mini time sharing systems.
Second, its marketing efforts were sometimes in direct competition
with those of its suppliers, some of whom maintained de-facto
marketing efforts of their own. Third, NERComP was doing little tc .

promote the exchange of computer resnr.rces Pan supplier
institutions. In fact, at that time its rnornoer ineetueoeseeule
into two mutually exclusive subsets, supplie:s, red users:

NERCornP Changes
NERComP perceived that two major changes were needed: First, the

kind of communications in use had a strong influence on the nature of

the services. Communications technology was multi-drop frequency-
division multiplexing in almost all cases, Although this technology is
well suited to retail distribution of time-sharing services, an alternate
technology offers greater flexibility in dealing with RJE as well asdirect
computer to computer commonicatione While there are technical
problems still to be resolved (some of which will be mentioned later,)
the message switching technology (sometimes called packetswitchiog)
currently under construction will make computer-computer
communication between suppliers relatively simple. It is true that the
technology does not guarantee one particular type of service nor
preclude another, but it has a strong influence. For many years we ueed
computers remotely by carrying boxes of cards to the distant center, and

carrying back the printer output or having it mailed. This is still possible.
and relatively inexpensive, but hardly anyone does rt.

The other change needed was a major shift in the organization, the
image, and the style of NERCoreP. It needed to change from a retail
marketing organization to a facilitating and cooperating group, with the
retail marketing being handled in part by the ten or more existing
university star networks. To assist the reorganization, NERComP

sought and reeived a second grant from the National Science
Foundation (NSF.; A first grant had been received in the days just prior

to its incorporation.
The history and background of NERComP have been documented

elsewhere. The reader who desires additional information is referred to
previous EDLICOM conference proceedings and articles (1, 3, 4, 5).

8 0
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A Digression
Although this paper is supposed to concentrate on policy issues, all

defendere of the faith and dogma, bear witne$S, I am about to utter a

heresy. The EDUCOM dogma, principal number one, is that the chief
stumbling blocks to networking are not technical, but organizational
and sociological. The Couocil of Arlie in 1972 formalized this dogma,
and inscribed it in stone in the good book Networks for Education and
Research as in te rpreted by the prophets Greenherner, et al. So, prepare

yourselves, ye inquisitors!
I believe that the chief stumbling block to networking is, at the

moment, not political nor organizational, but technological. Since the
technical theory is well established, the technological gap can be
measured in dollars. To purchase or construct the technology neecled
for widespread networking is still very expensive. The major expense
exists over and above, well over and above, the raw cost of Oate
transmission itself, at least at the moment. I have four theses:

The high cost of alternatives to standard voice communications.

To allow general networks to flourish, speed-independent message
witching in some form is needed. Such services can be obtained

commercially, but prices are high and services limited to certain urban

areas. Neither Telenet nor Tymnenet serve Hanover, New Hampshire,
for instance. Nor have they any plans for local service to the nearby

towns of Lebanon, Norwir.:h, Lyme, or Etna. Similar technology can be
built, but much effort spread over a period of years is needed. NERComP

is developing its own message switching equipment in an effort that is

both costly and time consuming but for which there is no immediate
alternative. National networks need link only major population centers,

but regional networks must serve the hinterlands.
The high cost of connecting existing communications front end

processors to networks more,general than a phone line or FDM circuit.

Most front endprocessors must be reprogrammed in order toconnect to

general networks, but in some ses they cannot be reporgramrned.
Since institutions use their own software for front end processors, a
large number of different revisions exist. Programming costs have been

estimated at between ten and fifty thousand dollars per processor.
Whether or not institutions with similiar machines can share costs

remains to be seen. It is one matter to build changes in your own
system, and quite another to design and maintain changes from a group

similar machines. NERComP is approaching this problem by
designing its network to replace existing front-end processors, if

necessary.
The high cost of changes to operating systems. Most operatin

systems now in existence are not equipped to handle computer-
initiated file to file transfers. Further, most operating systems lack

81
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detailed access control mechanisms necessary to carefully delineate
who may use which network and for what services. Lacking as well are
the requirements for essentially instantaneous billing and accounting.
Finally, most systems are not secure enough to permit connection to
general networks and to user groups of unknown constitution and
inclinations. In short, operating systems are not yet ready for networks.
The costs which will be incurred to make them so are substantial. In
NERComP this situation will be remedied only gradually.

The high cost of high quality software products. There is already
enough software of reasonable quality to justify networking. But
universities now realize how expensive it is to provide a well designed
and debugged software package with documentation and user support.
Computer center managers will have to spend time and money
rendering their software fit for networking. Among NERComP members
efforts have already begun, since they have had to face this problem for
five years.

Management Issues
One trouble with trying to solve the management issues is the

difficulty of discussing them in the abstract. With only part of the
eventual-network operating, it is difficult to know which problems ar
Important and which do not matter. For instance, if a new statistical
system is to be offerred by the network, how does one decide where to
mount it? The question may be moot, Or it may be severe. Once a full
network is available, the problems may be resolved as they arise.
Techniques for decision making that do not work will be discarded and
replaced by ones that do.

With NSF support, NERComP has organized three advisory
committees to discuss management issues a nd to devise solutions and
policies. Each committee has a staff coordinator to help carry out its
work and to carve it deliberations into stone. The three areas are:

Organization and Governance (OGAC)
User Services (USAC)
Technical (TAC)

Since each advisory committee is composed of persons from member
institutions, the schools are closely involved in setting policies and
procedures-

To illustrate management and policy issues, Concentrate on the
activities of the OGAC whose deliberations will be included in a policy
handbook. The first activities of the OGAC were to define the
responsibilities Of each person or entity in the networking chain of
relationlillos. It identified four roles: Central Coordinator, Supplier,

4 User (See Figure 1).
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CENTRAL COORDINATOR
. I

-...
... -....

..0
I

USER ".....1 DISTRIBUTOR SUPPLIER

FIGURE 1 = Networking Chain of R&atbnhips

The arrows indcate the dirocnon of computer services The user is the

end user 5 in direct contact with the distributor, which may be his

local ci.1-!ivas computer center. The supp!ier 5 the, site of the
nardwar, hwr bela provided

The comm."ee next identi(ed eight areas where responsibilitie'
might exist ry !nclude:

Network management
)roviston of computer power
Network operation and rrintenance
Accounting and validation
User services
Marketing
Courd!nanng
Extra network activity

The next step was to devise a matrix of responsibilities, wah t!ntries for

most of the eight areas. For example (since the f ull 4 x4 x8 matrix is too

large to include in detail) the responsibilities of a supplier (o a
i?;stributet :n the area of user s 'vices are to provide

Seminars and support materials
Consultation
Documentation
Training
Other general support

Details like the amounts of these services that are obligated for various

levels of support will be specified by the OGAC in further deliberationS

!n the resource chaining model, NERComP is concerned primarily

with the supplier-distributor relationship. Contracts that specify oblige,

tions are now in preparation by the OGAC for NERComP cupplierand

NFRComP/distributor
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The details of the user distributor relationship wdl be determined on
o case by case. basis Many users are currently served by NERCornP

.-rnb.rEtr suppliers, and their present ooltries will carry over into the
tuture Only one regicrement is common to ail user distributor rola-
Pons:nips fl-very end user must be a NERCOmP member (if an institu-
tion). or be on the staff at a member institution

Users do hove resphrisibilmes. however In addition to paying their
ncework dues. they t5ttttAl parnetptite m 1._rfift- -f"!,:nAtir...f5 and
retrain from dealing thro-cuy with anyone except their own distubutor

.7iri-2 of die piunc.oes which the OGAC IctS developed are

niv disocrutors ion authorize network i.rcces
Distributor-- assume financial responsibildies tor their users
A usage recovery pcuI should exist.
Charges should bo independent ot network ch:.-cess point

'-ort:no

rrii, ()cid: t-.ontinueii to won- frn rate structures. contracts. and to
recrcumend ,ways to support the neMork inmali, while to affh: ,s lower

In the related user services area, the USAC has developed standard
forms for supphers 117,0 at describing their sottwore offer, .n.rt-; Items
i.:rovered include

9,:ftware item ,-'escriphon
is Training aids ono support

Documentation
Consultation

of M--fr-itiTff).,-3nr-fr,

Unanswered Questions
who,' ,orogress has been made and conhnues ht. made. even in

advance of true network operation. thoro are a numher of important
questions out yet answered some answers h;lve to wait until
tievertil ye,trt, ot operating expenunce h,tive accumulated| but others
ettn ,elt-frot,t,ed now

What organizational structure nest suits the n,-workmg goals in a
region? NERComP is a non-profit. tax exempt corporation with
institutions as its members It has trustees. an annual fileetiMq
Institutional representatives and several advisory comtnittees Is the-
the best structur"Z

How can financial viability be provided to the central networking
organizaboW If it controls the network medium. d can support as
af:Nvities by ,!xtractinq x t:ix on revenue If it does not control thc
network medium. the , eraral networking orgonv,ttion roultit depend

8 t
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upon its members honoring certain agreements of support. Further,

how does the networking orgarezat:r obtain capital funds%

How should network offerings be determined? Inibrtlly the networ!,

will offer whatever is available Later xr o»a°embm*.^hmovaa,
how ro valuate quality, tz.-hether es'-it:di, gualily limits: consumer

protection; how to decide on new servi(:.,"-. (,) influenued

by members' wish lists, and whether to loin outside networks
How should softwa e services be stablized? What procedures are to

used for making changes in software% How far should the supplier go to

insure that a particular system always wii,-.,.!ks% Obviously, suppliers will

have to make long range i=:ommittinents regarding stability, availability,

reliability, and so on But are the definitions and limit,. these?

MTh most computer applications users need assurances of stability It

take several years for a new product to catch on

Clearly some form of contract to insure a reliable revenue flow is

highly detaral)10 for planning ourposies Rut how, sti-,ngent ceed they be?

Do we anticipate a large nue- ber of users? Do we encourage long ranrje

contracts at lower cost?
Ortce a e-dwork ranning smoothly within a region, how is the

network protected foam its members bypassing Mee network

c-ouuection and ekind bilateral arrangements"? In some cases,

membrs may bo [rb",- 4-1 si.iimize locally in this way. hut oniY to tbe Icing

ranee detriment ( te, twork urgatu,%inoo and to die region as a

James, put it, "'How do we charge for facilitating

sevicei'd Dues? Taxes?'"
tow far will individual institutions go in entering agreements? If

there are cash flow problems, how will institutions oeal with accounts

receivhie? r "hey make concessions what will they want in return?

And how c !Iirect control of resources and billing procedures will

member instil, ;ions insist upon?

How does a network organization reconcile differences between
inst.tiitions with respect to charging, L15* of certain proprietary

inmenats, problems or perceived problems inconsistent auditing

practices' The -,t'i.ems and potential problems is long

Regarding the Future
hesitate to predict 15 20% of campus computer center wirk

processed t -Irough networking in the 3 = 5 year time poriorl immediately

alle.id as Wyatt does I would be extrerrely pleased . taking

place on -ietworks Even this inodest amount sT.duki have a profound

eliect oc. the quality of instruction and research Above that there is the

chance of serendipitous event; Perhaps successful networking can he

a force to L..unter the almost Luddite altitude toward educational

technology now common m the dgen:res of the redoral Government.
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CHAPTER 8
E. Walden

Sta ewide Sharing Experiences
In Washington State
Higher Education

Introduction
This paper is restr- o statewide hardware and ftiiare resource

sharing as a rekitF Higher Education in tht:, -shingte
Although a t.:on,i -rable amount of resow-ce sL between

Highee Educat State Agencies, and retw" Ate Agencies,
these activni- ,rat described here. Since the Sharing of computer
related reso, the State of Washington .s somewhat confusing to
insiders. it H quae baftlino to outsider Many diverse act-- ,es

are going on ; yet Higher Education seems to be slowly developing a
tionse ot 1*o, tHort ott-ovi? to statewide sharing -)f computer relaVA
resources

For a very onet description uf Higher Educaton n the State of
Washington refer to Figure I In Washington there are two universthes,

Inentunons

University of Washington
Washington State University

Central Wash. State College
Eastere Wash. State CoHene
The Evergreen State College
Western Wash State College

Community Colleges
Twenty seven. Crmrdinated h

Srath Board for COMmiiinty C

Location Enrollment

Seattle Ti4,504
PuIlmbn i 5,613

Ellensburg 6,965
Cheney 6.390
Olympia
BRIlirepam 3,601

141,000

Ehic

FIGURE I Washington State Highet ion

83
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frinr state colleges. and twentivi seven Conlin ,L,_;!!egWs Which are
coordinated by a State Board for Ccmmunify Ca; loge Education

;hoc:aid:101A the State. a
maiority of them iie in time densely populated Beattle=Tacoma area
Figure 2 sori=s locato)os ut rtio two uoiversities and tour state
colleges. and -!ai_iii:iticot on

WSU
MA%

E$M 360, /
/HO

FIGUN 2 College and University ocations and Equipment

Higher Education Computing Consortium
Janucify, 1976. the Filliper Educatiun Computing Consortium was

formed Despite the fact that the torrn Higher Education is used, this
!aim i:oni;gs only of ropreiii atatives firm cr-ii-Th four year

!hit! Ind ',iriv,?Ity. unmanly the locolot Thu. filo
t'adiedes inChltled .a.?uresentatwit from

foiate Board Ior Lotoinunitv Ettacatiuri in-oted to attend
of the (,onyiiirtitioi Board group ha full-time

coond,,,,cf,r in Olympia, the State (Mona! Figure 3 shows the
iiitruf:ture of the (;,,osiattturn
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Functional
Advisory

CorrirnItttlOS

Higher Education
Computing
Consortium

ElOa rd

Lourdirlator

Users

F GLIiiF 3

i Technical
Committee

University and
College

Computer Centers

Higher Education Computing Consortium

The Higher Education Computing Consort iurn has developed a plan

which adtvs several concep' ual opLyoac

1. In the acadoinic area the conceptual approach is to a

subst.-in!rally voth-.,r range of services available to each institution by

orovKling acttss off -campus resources, as an addition to local

resoun,r,, a(fyantarie of specialized expertise and services In

effect. a heterogeneous network.:_ would be established.

2 Academic hatch computing will be ormed !riy-.71' ,4! maror

centers depending on the `,,!ZR of the lob. aad on the availability of

hardware and f:',ottwate resourcos.
3 The distinction between hatch and ,nteractive is becoming blurred

so that come ;);;;,011:nnons May Use hot') Jnd mtoractoie

cispahmimes on the same ,,,,quipment.

4 Interacuve arid Instrtection,31 f/Mo sharing corupl; ng Aid be

performed primarily on reini -computers
5 5econdary centers will provide those resources (or access to
resource.,i-i necessary to meet the pcaticular needs of an institution. The

reSoUrct-, will include *ymms analysts and programmers to support

unique institutional requirements as wen as intermediate scale

hardware to provide access 10 a major center in support of local needs

or to support othar institution-3
6 In the aclinfoiNtrutfve dat,7 rrocossmng 'Teo, the conceptual

appror;ch to providing additional resources cost effectively, involves the

testi cerVire i:enter rompiners accessed from each srate
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Basic Commonents by Colleges and Universities

Shar.) Inrcogh Specialized Centers
c,d',11ngtonS!,-it Lolittott has reinased;i UNI'JAC Spectra 45

, repDvIed ,v,th DEC PDP 11 45 minicomputpr and d
C V pr,nu ter nen,il E3ont of these devo:es are used

Wa tit \Atasiongton Stat, t:nn,r-coty and The Univerty of
their aftrnInistrimv.!dat=3[:rocessinci Is done

sioft mry--0 tteir comp,iting
aofat univortorty m sVa---,tnaton

At FasiernIA7,-e,ti, iron SI,ate ColIege. whaji bi-!en desrgnafed as
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C

WSU

FIGURE 5 College and University quipment Sha ing

Washington State University is acquiring its interactive services from
Eastern Washington State College. In turn, Eastern Washington State
College has started ilonversion of administrative programs and will
install a REMCOM 4780 card reader/printer t.irminal on Ni...vomber 1,
1975 n order to start submitting administrative jahs to the Vyashington
State University Center.

rhe Evergreen State College fil,s a flewletr-Rard 2000 which is
used to provide interactive BASIC on campus, They do most of their
administrative data processing at Washington State University by using
a REMCOM 4780 card reader 'printer terminal, and submit some
academic jobs to the centers at Washington State University and tne
University of Washington

At Western Washington State Collage, which has an IBM 360/40
and an IBM 1094. some users access the University of Washington
academic center for large or scialized acanlic jobs.

Washington State University faculty n grad,ate students submit
some jobs to the University of Washingtoa computer. Iodate,
roost have run treacly developed progr,x,isr, i.,0C 6400 to avoid
conversion to the IBM 360 at Wahinn: ite University , For



interact;ve BASIC. FORTRAN. and COBOL. faculty. graduate students.
and staff access Vle Eastern Washington ,-otate College computer
center

At the ,iniversay Nilid,OuHutma tn!,-V7,Akifi!F11!(. C.Urf,uuter L.enter has
an integrated system consisting of a Clic] 6400 and a CDC CYBER 73
The Administrative Computer Center has d Burroughs B6700 with two
central processing un,ts avi,Hd fMnver,,on faculty and graduate
students submit some jobs to Waomuton State University, primarily
previously developed programs which run on the IBM 360 Some

the Med,: ubh:e CA! fac,RHIe;-.
Washington State College

Although Washington state colleges and universities have made a
S'i.Art toward the snaring of hardware resources, much iess has been
a,-complished relative to common systems To my knowledge, there is
no computerized common system shared by all pubhc colleges and
universities although some bilateral transfer has occured The
Evergreen State College Financial System is installed and being used at
Central Washington State College Tne Washington State University
Facilities Inventory System was transferred for use by The Evergreen
State College, and a Research 6rant Tracking System at the University
of Washington has been adot7 tor use by Washington State
University

Community Colleges Sharing
In \AI a shingtfAri state the community colleges have formed two

consortia to utilize computing equipment located at Seattle and
Spokane 1. ne Seattle Center, with a UNIVAC 90 60, and the Spokane
Center. with a UNIVAC 9480 each run two maior administrative
systems The Financial Information System and the Student
Information System are both on line systems which utIlite a separate
Data Base Management System Figure 6 displays the locations of
community colleges accessing these two centers

The State Board fur Community CoHege Education haS developed an
extensive plan for computing and data processing in the community
colleges Under the aegis of the board a number of committees address
nearly every aspect of community college omputmg and data
processing In 197n tnere appears to be good cooperation among the
communuty colleges implementing this plan wh would have the

colleges use the Eastern WasLngion State College
Interactive Center for interactive processing. The Washington State
University Service Center for remote batc!-- processing, and the
Spokane and Seattle Centers for major commun on-line systems
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FIGU:riE 6 Community ColNige Consortia Patterns oi
Computer Uso

Cross System Resource Sharing
Some sharing does occ:ur between tne community college system

and thv ;`)Lir year cnileges ant-I universities in the state sy5:tem Nearly
filttrten cnthrhunIty quirit intnrativn BAST.: from The

Stite Cullntle At the some time two (immunity colleges
hie Etivtttrn State CteItp. Lerna int-rat-dive

computing and twlela community colleges arc the Washingtud
state unit/y-site center eta termtrols Some of These ore low speed
termtnalh m unier hi simpirree t (minpuling
citoijrni,ry H;)0,,,vttr r';d iv (if thp cOlit[T; 1,14-c tli(j115p,:fd
Littl prIntor terminals or mite-computers to do all batch

,tdittal,t,trAtte, putt essmq remotely FIrit.iri! 7 displays
the community college ustude tif collotvs and unRwrsitu7'

A5 t`, four c:f.,11,!(; sy:;tprn sy, IT r1W--,ft'r

f:cstirt-f!(1 The Financial System of The Eyerar S !ate Coilege

lattis brri!ri ietql hy f vn Stfulac.oin Commureb Oiympic
1tHninitnity Loliege CfunmJtm' , r.1"!-Itt. Fnrt
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FIGURE 7 Communif- College Use of College and
University Facilities

CA:immunity College is using the LIniverty of Washmgtan s
systrv m,vti,io,o log foreeasmlg

Related Statewide Systems
In toe State of Washington an on line Litaary System es being

Oeveloned for all libraries including academic libraries Planned to
include halliograpiet: St:'rINA1 1,.absysbons

for all holdings in the Library, the University of Washington
Life ary, and The Washington State University Library, this von be a
commii,n systere for shanng resourees in Higher Education. And will
also he by the state cit., ;tiracite,

A commiio N!rsonnel Riyroll System IS also being developed for
statewide Ky attempting to incerporift, the i.,!quiroment,i of all
state agieacies and institutions into the new sysPn, state designers
hriay :lot be able develop a system Vih,ch ,%Hl he acceptable to
institationt, hicit'r erkwation However, t,tw,!r systc_e .s will be in
operation than at pr 'see. Higher Education may well be using obe, or
i-tT MOST two version_ u be system now being developed
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CHAPTER 9
ir,

Experiences in State-Wide .__haring
In California
The Un:versity oi

Introduction
P)e California Master for Higher Educaliol, ;n 1959,

assigned specialized functions to each of the three segments of higner
[7.-314c- tc,a e'.7;Thaszv

graduate aod eriticanon, research, and medicine and law,
in addition to an appropriate undergraduate program The state
colleges now the Cahfcn nia State University and College,0 would
emphasize undergraduate and master s level education, with a limited
graduate Operation. the community colloges would provide vocational
orogriirns fOr those who did not wish to go further, and preparatory
programs for those who wIshed thelr higher education

Each of the segments has developed an organizational structure and
supportive achvines appropriate to its funchc,ns A5 a consequence, the
computing activitieS of each segment hay, dissimilarities
relative to tee activities of the others Tim.s paper r ,iikAlf; the approach
to computing within the University of California This may be compared
with the approach within California State University and Colleges
described by Dr Baker in h i5 paper which appears in this volume as
chapter 10

Computing Within The University
Within the University, past empnaF.is nas been on campus computer

cer,,rs supplemented as necessarv uy spec allied computer facilities
.diTIOUS sharing of computing capabi otieS vo^ Peen relatively

minor tn contrw,t, future OillphaSis Is expected (0 he on ncrworking to
more fully share existing and new capabilities, and on rnow and smaller
m.nicomouters to take advantage of the suhlantol advances in cost
effectiveness which aro occurring at this of the computer scale
This new emphasis is reflected in a statement of GoiWs, Ono,

Poo of Implement &on for (7,-,mpritung in Ow lniver5ity of California
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Ddc.oted in late 1975 Th,5 paper deshrihes suctiti backgrounu and
ideas on the Liniversaty statement is based

Giwerrianitte citimf-tiitinq in the tjraversihi, as in most activities is
;iv-ared by Systemwide Admirustration ahd ,:ortipufies

tesoonsioilitie3 ieYsigraed to hie level whiertt they are mos
iifitorcoriateiy carried uot I ,.--,ur;pwt the of tht.! University At tho
systemwide level there is a Chi-11;114,i itloilcy Board which advises the

po!tc,/ --,atters ::oncermoq con out ;n the UniversiTy

he Board :5- ;7,001pc.,p0 satnior operating Cr/ ti oat eiaC- riarCh's,
Scewrence Berkely, L,-.:7)oratory. Lawrence Labt_atory. the

Vice Presideia Rosiness and fa ta-Inoe. and the Exeut!ve Dirertor ot
.7wntputhc.t hey 0 (;a!;fornio ER DA laboratories are represented

Decause ot the ,:.,ogn:tacant interactv,n m computing, nom current anu
proptsed betiweitio thn campuses iind tHe Icincyatories which are
nonrated tiv th University for ERDA #71, the Pi-esident ostablishes
c,Dmptjt,:,,r pc.,S,:es the Boilni respocisible for inhiatoring their
operation and providing advice on necossary ii_inaravi. ne Exocutive

Diritctia ot is reisponsibic t,s7
computer pohneS at the sysitem wide leVe! His office ie yn provides staff
support IL) !he Board Each campus also hos on mechanism tn

a(iv.se Charellor, and the aiiiiiptis computer cc,nter director. on
c,ampus computing matttlr,i. and to provide an effective interface for
enpiernentmq systemwide policies atid standards on the campus

Proposals for large equipment and software acquisitions (those over
5100.000 c-,nsp aro rev-ewed and approved at the sy-iternwide level in
iiridition regu,red o. up:Js level actions AN computing in the
Uniklerity sorveved e-inually by the Ext:r.,cutive DirtIcfor of Computing.
9,1c;_ed 0r-t !hilt '.erff Mr! 011 fr,N!rtm equipment chataqn proposals. the
Board rr:-,,,iwW5, not only tne aoot-upriatz-.)nest,. of -.,quipment, eftwieniiy of
opeiat,ou,, :CTinS!dt?75

recornmend,, t,signment uf resoonsibiiit., for ftrati-`ng required
services

avallablo f:irod-,/a!ional nptior, include the
O (7,een,ve, ,hre, ree0rt to,t;10:00s e-Oreet-otieht

hrendrily to .1 smolt% itiirhpte- Itipy provide
iitr-vii_yea to other rr,oilipt.e,es h!ther 00 on its required as

b,15;f, omirti o charter atatained from the Computer
, v ro005 ond cr,nd.pcms ce,tain servitt-,

un x sysielowiqe basis avaliable to ail Um-Jet-soy
teq,ardies,i. if WithMit pf ar service

';v,retnNide ,prvicris on

Spec,-.vt YH V.H perform sper-alieti

t
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serviers for a lirn I led clas of usf-. Eca nimes of specialszed
computing fac f lilies Inc lode not onINcor-7100 ters a-oci a led with
aca dernin claporlrn ems re5earch Linits and projects, but also
larger foci 1 itie sUch slh c)se at t he Univ ersity Ii ospi ta Is and
Systernwid e Admirl 1st,- alien
tab 0N-3/Try Co,7rpijrrCntprnat the ERD A la bora tortes which are
ava liable (L.I Ca ink/ s 05;ers tinder qPecif ly tams and conditions
rnuua!Iy y Oeye lope=c1 E RDA: la bora tory ma nea ement, and
Systemwide Admm istrotion

c U niye rsity cu pent ly has a Ppr oxirrnatef 460 c ompute rs on its
nine corn pus es a nd n Sy tsterriwideAdminista t inn repr ese g annual
e xpe. rrdit ure s of approxinlate ty 52. 1 In 11110 n iflcli,1 ifl g ail a flowance for

iprne nt a inortita lion Ifti s does rnot neluc_le t he ERDA la bora tory
c oMpute rs. Approx nnat of (.) nice rsity expeoditures for
c ompetin g are inc Lared a t the comp us computer centers and
SystEJrnoride Ad miniE3Itat vo (Data Froc essi ng (App)co ninu ter facilit ies,
The rernaint eq 45Ti-, are egpend-rtures f or Li se of other specialized
c ompote rs Func tion ally, approxirmately 1 5% of the total expenditures

tor instrLicTiona Co rnpu twig. 25 f or syste rnwl de and campus
drnr cmi rative cimnputin q. a nd SOR6 for researc h I ritercarn pus use

represents a mut 3% of (7; alp us cOmp titer center reve nue 9. In addit ion
ro EROA Work run on their laborat env con, pole rs moos personnel
vvith a to int aPpeaint men t, aprouna toy $650,0-0 of ot her campus
c omputin g 5 ruo an nua I ly at the laboratories

1h e main Corn put ers a lthCa rnpu s and A Dp centers are listed in
Figure 1:

Location
Berkeley
Davis
Irvi no

Los An el
Riverside
Sari Diego
Sari Francisco
Sarita 13arbara
Santa Cruz
Syslornwidk ARP

FI CURE 1 IIin Carnipus
TI-oe UriivwSIty

co rnoutiii
CDC 6400
Bu troughs 66700
Xerox Signna . DEC p P-10
IBM 360/9 1
IBIV 360/50
Bu rroughs 66 00C C 300
16A/1360/50
IBN1 360/75
IBNA 360/40
IBN1 360/6 5, I f3M 360/40

and Sysforrivvide Computers at
of eali.fornia . 1975

1)7
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The main computers at the El--1D:A labs are all CC. Computers

availaWe at Lawrence Berketey Laboratory, Lawrerrc e Livermore
Laboratory and Los Alamos Scientific Labora tory a re iisted in Figure 2.

CDC
Computers
66o-ta 7600 Cyber 73 Cyber 76 STAR

LBL 1 I

LLL 1 3 i I

LASL 2 3 2 I

FIG URE 2 Computers at Uiverit of C&forn E ROA

Laboratories.

The University s computing plans roc:0g nize the ocrea sing
irnpiE1,iceofnetvorkingand mi nicomputers the f owner a s a means of

utdizi fig nod. shining current facarties, both intrainurally and

extra nu_lolly. 7nd !be latter as a means of capita hzi no on technological

advances_

Communications
Data commi:nicalwis in the University Me carried out in the Context

of other University communic.ations red _trernents, particularly for
telephone and television traffic. The I mcrcarnpus Telephone System
which connects all campuses, SysternwiCe Administration offices, and
other selected locations via dial-up is currently available for data
coin muni cations, as well as voice traffic. The public telephone system
i5 available as back-up and for off-network connections. In addition,

there are specif lc leased lines dedicated to data communications
including a 50KB wide band line betvveen the North and South
Adrninis Ira tne Dat-i Processing Centers a rid t en addit iona I
intercarnpus narrow band leased lines. It isexpected that the number of
dedicated lines will increase as intercenter +tsage, both interactive and
batch, grows. Such increase will be significant in all application areas:

instruclional, tesearch, and administrative_ However, from the
standpoint of bandwidth, the most dramatic future increase in
reauirements will probably arise from traffic generated by Shared

rnintstrahve data bases throughout the Univers,4. Consideration
will be given to implementing a University microwave network
multiplexed to accommodate some combination of d.ata, voice, and

television traffic. Packet-switching will be considered in lieu of
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miatiblaxed Curls for raft-ay.' lardwiath inter icampos data traffic if

service becomes ava,lable whIch m more e(it= eft ectiv and more
1(4 to both hnst anti, user tnan currently available packet-
sytveching seTvices One soon possibiloy may be ihe AT:SS-DS nemork
berng developed by Pr&rYm th 1=2 CA hfornia Department of General

Communicarrons Division
ack/il:lon. to 05 ir74,?71-Tial data communica tions capabliibes, the

-Umvetsity plans to pamci pate 'in EDUNET both a user and supplier,
..7Is web a to continue to patt,:rpte ARPAN Et. Extramural diah.rp
traffic on the ref%) hrio and iiial-oe-addi--2,d- netyvor al5oAillIcont i nue at
a I.etir.j cammonsr, raze W:U1 reme IC 'cents

lAginiComfatritafs
In 1975 aporoxima tely 8 t he University's computers cost under

$.100,000 Their as5uctrited annual c osts re present appr oxi mate ly 26%
o't t he to tat an n ual cests fer a a c Qrop urra rs A s t he cast of minicomputers
decreasies. hey :ire becoming coisbeflecalve for many computer
applicator:sin t he Ll myeryty that previously Ware appropriateonly for
rma hi program rn large computers This 15. of cow se. not foreseen for
all applications For example. large data bec4es and extensive analytic
calcularaons will gene ra tly not be appropriate for minicomputers,
Neverthyelass. ,1 exp,,cied That yn Moreasing portion of the
Unrversrhi's cornpubno wr II be done on cmnicernputecs Many at these
will porta'bie computers, sornc costing a,S litfte as $5,0-00 to 0.0M
each in quantity puro ha se.,z, but capabl,e enough for many instructional.
ressearob, laboratory, and ad ministrat Iva applications, These
-personal' minicornputes wail also serve as interactive and batch
terminals for accessing tairger m mrcomputerts and The compoter
centers. and are expecteq to exert a strong influence oh the 'future
Str UCTUrre of coinputIng iset's

Systenwvide standards for 'future minicemputur acquit:Au:Ins wit!
stress software cOuirpaMnfity dri'd shar ing, llast amd tow o:ost
(maintenance. I tex ibility for term mat use, and transferability among
users White there wall be substantial opera vrona l a nd cost advantages
associated with standardized systems, 10 the Uri, versily environment if
is espec 7-1-1porti)nt that sta rdard5 not preclude use of more cost'
effective cir necessary systems llor particular ap-pilcabons, nctuding
providing varied instructional, researth, and. operational expc. tne,nce
with different computers Some on the campuses are e;xpert'Hdl ru
-maintain pools of minicomputers 'for short-term loan to users and tor
recirculating items no longer regu ired by their previous users, The fast
systethyvide contracts for standard wed systems are expected to he
negotiated du oho FY 1976 17 based or/Indust ry replieslioa requcisr for
informatiOrn to be put out by the University in 1976,

9 9
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AO.ditional f actor sin the I,Jn nersity is a pp ;c mincemputcy7s are
described in delall py Dr. Nlevitoo in Chapter 5,

lhe University's evolv olnpu zing policies place irt h a pos':ut o to

e,aruatizo on the oc,porv mit -is brcserued by minicomputers and
netivorkinc,; Funds aro allocated tin qn-aii,:lidual camp«ses, and earn

CI ia ncoi! or, in turn, al i'oc ems the -ro Within campus Usars then seek

the most elfective so,rrce '4-)f Supp;y Embargoes aro discouraged as a

niattor of policyand shari rig of resour-ces encouraged fhese

policies, in the context of increased evallabrlepy of minecompOlers- and

network should have a Substanroat invract on ale rote of oaCh

computer center: Computer centers normafly recharge their servlces

on a full cosilf recovo-y, serviceS -rendered basis Therefore, if inCorne
arid expenses are to balOnore, each center rousit sper,:ialbize in wh/no

does well ondbie slued to Nre. requ ire rnerrzs rer those services. As this
ocoum rho robe of th,e minicomputer acid the network 'Ail! be further

erWHI)t,r,r/
in order to avoid a conflict of interest, it especaily imooqanir that a

center director's pet-torn-lance be evaluated not only on rhe oft-tour-It
opo.ration di the campus computer,center, biLit more importantly, on
how well the cwnpus' overall computing requ:rements are satisfied

from Available sources wth uallable f ands A center director shoold

not only be charged vveTh the efficient operation of on on-going
enterprise, but shou id be eApected to recommend, and arrange for
other, surn et 1,nes compfni ng sources of computing from among rather

centers cif minicomputers, As campus computer center directors st ep

into this broader role, it is evened M,at they will perceive the new
framework as a welcorne oppomonity , A positive sapportwe attitude by

all participants, including users as well aSs, directors a nd their sieff, a

key etentena ri ,natrAwnizono the benefits afforded by the evolving

changes

1



CHAPTER 10
by LAURENCE H. AKER

CSUC Coinpu er
Resource Alternatives

Background
The Caklurnia Administrative Code sta

'The primary 1.unction of the California State
Untversity and Colleges (CSUC) is the provision of
lost ruction for undergraduate students a nd graduate
students through the Master's degree, in the liberat
arts and sciences_ in applied fields and the
professions, including the teaching profession."

The Ca Horn ia State University and Colleues which includes nineteen
campuses, distributed over one thousand miles and a central
administration, is governed by a Board of Trustees In 1975 there are
over 290,000 students enrolled and close to 20,000 faculty.

During the 1974-75 acaderMc year, The California State University
and Colleges graduated 48,000 students and awarded 8,708 Masters'
degrees. During the same per iod, the University enrolled 225,797 (FTE)
undergraduates and 39,319 graduate students. Six degree programs
involving 73,762 students require particularly heavy computing
support. In addition, faculty has determined that all majors in the
following degree programs require considerable computer skills.

Etusiness Management (15,725 students) 66% moderate
exposure, 34% intensive exposure.
Computer Science 11,275 students) 100% extensive and
intensive exposure.
Engineering (11,985 students) 30% moderate exposure, 70%
ante ns Ive exposure.
Mathematics (4,83 I students) 28% moderate exposure,60%
intensive exposure.
Physical Sciences (5,489 students) 33% moderate exposure
58% intensive exposure.

97
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Sociai Sciences (34446 stucLr s) 560 iocierai exposure

I 7no intensive exposure

In nearly all other areas of the Univer sity some degree of computer
utilization is essential for some students in order to be trained in the

appropriate tools of their academic maior. For example, 60% of the
education population (36.407 students), require some exposure to the

computer, while To require intensive computer training.
As agreed upon by both faculty and administration, the role of

computing in The California State University arid Colleges is to satisfy

the instructional requirements described and to support those kinds of
administrative processing necessary to properly manage the individual

campuses and the system,
11 is fully recog nized that increasing enrollment ol discipline

requiring intensive computing support and increasing computer usage
in ;fiost every other academic discipline I e q Biology, Agriculture,
Graphic Communications and Urban Planning) will result in rapidly
increasing demands upon our computing resources. Although we will

provide the tools necessary to support quaiity and competitive
education, we do not intend to be at the forefront Ol information
processing technology and affect the state of the art in this field. The

Office of information Systems will select these Nays of satisfying our

computing requirements which are most cost-effectiveconsistent with
reasonable service to our users.

Strategy for Exploring Resource Alternatives
The central adroinistratiOn includes a Division of Information

Systems (DIS) charged with coordinating budget preparation, policy

and procurement concerns relative to computing. This division
interfaces with the community of users in the CSUC which can be

classified in four groups
instructional Faculty
Academic Administralion
General Administration
Faculty Research

Through an advisory comn ittee which includes campus
representatives from these groups as wellas campus computer center

directors, policy changes, budget recomrnendatsons and procurement

plans are reviewed In addition, a variety of informal commuoications

exisst with eryTh group; individual contacts, special interest groups, ad

hoc committees formed to satisfy specific f unctions, and user surveys
designed Id:examine trends in user requirements.

Representatives from each group play an important rote in helping

define ,-' quantify short- and long-run systemwide computing

1 0 2
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requirements. For example, asa result of cooperative efforts by campus
representatives and the Division of Information Systems, we have a
planning model to project, instructional computing workload. Using the
model, instructional computing workload is projected as a function of
number of students by major, computing skill levels expected by major,
and number of problems required of a student in order to reach a
specified skill level.

To augment this model, the Division has also surveyed e cross section
of employers in California to get an estimate of their needs for
manpower in computer related skills.

The Division of Information Systems has taken three steps to be sure
we have considered all the a lternative ways of satisfying CSUC
computing requirem en ts.

First a document describing existing computing facilinesa nd present
and projected demand for computing support was released tocornputer
vendors with a request for information. Each vendor was asked to
describe how CSUC should sa tisfy projected computing requirements.
This request motivated vendor interest.

Second, a draft of the Electronic Data Processing (EDP) Master Plan
was released to campuses asking for their comments. Responding to
proposed plans and priorities, campus replies outlined concerns, and
made alternative suggestions and proposals for changes in priorities.

Finally, CSUC became a member of the EDUCOM Planning Council
on Computing in Education and Research.

As a result of these exercises, the alterna iv ,s CSUC has 7_-onsidered
include:

One large general purpose consolidated computing facility
serving all instructional and administrative users via a
Communications Network.
A distributed general purpose network of campus and one
systemwide data center supported by a communications facility.
Eight limited general purpose regional centers supporting two or
three campuses each_
Decentralized general purpose campus centers.
A distributed hierarchical network of campus and systernwide
data centers including a hierarchy of computing resources
supported by a communications facility.
Commercial services to support specialized requirements.
Contract services from other universities.

General cost categories have been included where alternatives are
considered: hardware, software and maintenance; communications;
personnel; site; travel; and utilities.

1 0 3
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The levels of computing hardware resources considijred have

included

La rge general purpose systems
Medi scale systems designed to supporl general purpose hut

more specialized operations, te.g., Batch and on-hne systems as

distinct from timesharing).
Medium-todarge minicomputers
Intelligent terminals and personal computers microcotr7puters

and minicomputers),

Effect of Institution Size on Strategy
After extensive consultation the CSUC Division of Information

Systems develops objective specifications and contract terms and
conditions for all systems and services to be obtained, Because the
practice is required by law, all systems and services are procured on a

competitive bid basis. This practice has some desirable features, the
most important of which is cost savings. In addition, through this
practice mdustly haz, at times been motivated to consider changes to

meet CSUC requirements
Although most smatter institutions are not devoting the same

resources toward planning and manadement functions, many smaller

nstItutions may still be able to benefit from paying more attention to
these areas Smaller colleges and universities may alsof ind substantial

benefit in the discounts tor computing equipment and consulting

Support now available through EDUCOVI.

Institution Policies Affected by Nevi Resources
In The California State University and Colleges, all program areas

contend for !united dollars The desirahl lity of Improving budge tsupport

for computing is considered along wf th requests for Improvement mall

areas Through consultation with the Presidents of all nineteen
campuses, priorities for program improvements are identified which

then must be supported before the Board of Trustees, State agencies

and the state legislature to obtain improved levels of f inancia support,
be.,eve that the malonty of CSUC regu eements canbe satisf ied by a

hierarchy ol computing resources internal to the system. At the same

time 'it may be desirable to satisfy spe Ized administrative or

instruct tonM-, requirements through contracts with commercial
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services, other universities or consortia designed to clfer specific
services. Such speciahzed requirements include:

A Financial Aid billing and collection service
Shared library cataloging
Access to diverse vendor hardware and software not installed.

Some policies concerning computing in The California State
University and Colleges may have to be changed to make it possible to
consider these alternatives. StepS are being taken to enable CSLIC
users to access specialized computing services and to make the
hierarchy of computing resources within The California State
University and Colleges available beyond institutional boundaries.
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